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Abstract  
In Sub-Saharan Africa where the rural electrification rates are below 20%, many are positive about 

renewable energy sources being the salvation for the electricity problem in the area. Engineers Without 

Borders Sweden has also recognized this and intends to enable a quicker implementation through the 

Renewable Energy Program. The programme aims to sustainably increase the spread of renewable energy 

sources by enhancing the possibilities for local entrepreneurs active in the sector. In the Central-African 

country Cameroon, found at the Gulf of Guinea, the solar irradiation is intense all year round, making 

solar power a potential energy source for electricity in the country's rural areas. 

 

The work presented in this thesis has had the objective to identify and address the financial and technical 

challenges of spreading the use of solar energy through photovoltaic solutions in Cameroon, in order to 

enable a successful implementation of the Renewable Energy Program in the country.  

 

To gain local insights, a field study was performed in the rural village of Tatum in north-western 

Cameroon where the authors began by identifying the stakeholders for the implementation of the 

Renewable Energy Program. Then we proceeded by conducting interviews and distributing 

questionnaires. A number of challenges became clear. The most obvious one being that photovoltaic 

technology is expensive, thus not being affordable for the average rural household. However, the study 

also showed that within the security of a structured program many households would be willing to make 

the investment. Furthermore, the study showed that lack of knowledge in the households together with a 

major lack of local technicians would be additional obstacles. The latter being answered with a belief in a 

spread organically, through a strong word of mouth culture, the first with the idea of a trainee programme. 

 

The ideas are analysed through models and as a conclusion the authors state a belief that despite a number 

of challenges ahead, the Renewable Energy Program is a strong concept that will succeed with its 

mission.  
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Sammanfattning  
I subsahariska Afrika är bristen på elektricitet stor och antalet hushåll med tillgång till el är lägre än 20%. 

I jakten på en lösning är det många som är positiva till potentialen hos förnybara energikällor. Bland dem 

finns Ingenjörer utan gränser Sverige, som hoppas på att genom introduceringen av sitt Renewable 

Energy Program kunna påskynda spridningen av förnybara energikällor på ett hållbart sätt, genom att 

bland annat öka möjligheterna för lokala entreprenörer som är aktiva inom området. I Kamerun, som 

ligger i västra Centralafrika, skiner solen intensivt året runt. Användning av solceller som en källa till 

elektricitet i landets mer avskilda samhällen har stor potential för att kunna bli en hållbar lösning.   

 

Syftet med detta arbete har varit att identifiera de tekniska och finansiella utmaningar som kan ligga i 

vägen för ökad användning av solcellslösningar i Kamerun, i en förhoppning om att underlätta 

implementeringen av Ingenjörer utan gränsers energiprogram. 

 

En fältstudie i det lilla samhället Tatum, beläget i landets nordvästra region, har utförts och författarna har 

genom intervjuer och enkäter samlat på sig lokala insikter och kunskaper. Utifrån dessa har slutsatser 

kring ett antal utmaningar kunnat dras. Ett av de mest uppenbara problemen med solcellslösningar är att 

de i dagsläget är för dyra för invånare i fattiga samhällen. Studien visade dock på att det finns en 

investeringsvilja hos dem, så länge investeringen sker i tryggheten av ett strukturerat program. I övrigt 

visade studien på att mängden lokala tekniker inom solcellsindustrin idag är liten. Den visade också på 

låg kunskap kring solcellslösningar hos den lokala befolkningen. Författarna föreslår att problemet med 

antalet tekniker skulle kunna besvaras med ett trainee-program. När det gäller kunskapsspridning ser de 

positivt på en organisk spridning genom vad de upplevde som ett mycket kommunikativt samhälle.  

 

I det stora hela sammanfattas studien i en positiv anda med en tro om att Ingenjörer utan gränser kommer 

lyckas med sitt mål, trots en del hinder på vägen.   
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Nomenclature and abbreviations  
NGO – Non Governmental Organization is an non-profit organization that is independent from states and 

international governmental organizations.  

IEA – International Energy Agency 

PV - Photovoltaic is shortly explained as the method of using solar energy to generate electricity with the 

help solar cells.  

SHS - Solar Home System is the general name for solar system that covers basic household electricity 

such as light, charging phones etc. 

DoD – Depth of Discharge is a term used to describe how deeply a battery is discharged. A 60% charged 

battery has a DoD of 40%.  

STC – Standard Test Conditions is a term used in the solar panel industry which refers to a fixed set of 

conditions that enables you to compare different solar panels more accurately. 

Wp – The peak power is the maximum output under STC.  

REP – The Renewable Energy Program is a programme focusing on the spread of renewable energy in 

the global south. It is initiated by Engineers Without Borders Sweden. 

EWB – Engineers Without Borders is a NGO focusing on aid work through technical solutions. 

ACOHOF – Afoni Children of Hope Foundation is a Cameroonian NGO located in Tatum.  

FCFA – Franc Coopération financière en Afrique centrale is the currency in Cameroon. 1 USD gives 

approximately 600 FCFA 
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1 Introduction 

This thesis will deal with the prospects and challenges associated with implementations of solar energy in 

Cameroon and will be partially based on a field study performed in the village Tatum situated in the 

north-west region of the country. The study was conducted for Engineers Without Borders Sweden as a 

part of their newly initiated Renewable Energy Program.  

1.1 Background  

Globally, we are all forced to face the climate changes happening around us. The concentration of 

greenhouse gases in the atmosphere has almost doubled since the mid-nineteenth century which have 

resulted in a close to 2°C rise in the average temperature on earth. (Mir-Artigues & del Río, 2016) 

According to experts, the energy sector plays the biggest role in this increase. Statistics show that 36% of 

the greenhouse gas emissions are due to the burning of fossil-fuels used for transport, in industries and 

such. Another 31% can be traced to electricity use and heat generation (Mir-Artigues & del Río, 2016). 

Thus, nearly 70% of the emission can be directly connected to human use within the energy sector.  

 

However, it is no news that the use of energy is not evenly divided across the globe. If we, for instance, 

look at the spread of electricity we can see that the percentage of electrified households in developed 

opposed to developing countries differs to the extreme (Figure 1). Data gathered by the International 

Energy Agency shows that almost 1.2 billion of the world population still live without electricity in their 

homes. More than 50% of the unelectrified households are located in the Sub-Saharan Africa where the 

rural electrification levels are below 20% (IEA, 2016). Even in the electrified areas the populations are 

facing problems with unreliable grids. Sometimes, power cuts from the national grid can last for hours, or 

even days.  

 

The sun provides the Earth with about 885 million TWh of energy every year (Mir-Artigues & del Río, 

2016). In theory, this means that it has the potential to provide enough energy to satisfy the whole worlds 

energy consumption. The Sub-Saharan region in Africa receives higher levels of solar irradiation than any 

other place in the world (Baurzhan & P.Jenkins, 2016). This combined with their low electricity levels 

makes the region a good target for the spread of solar energy.  

 

According the IEA the demand for electricity will increase with 70% over the next 20 years. In a situation 

where both the need for energy and the need to reduce the amount of greenhouse gas emissions in the 

atmosphere are growing rapidly every year, we turn to renewable energy sources to solve the equation. 

Solar energy being one of them. 
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Figure 1: Access to electricity 2014 (% of population) (Source: World Bank). 

 

1.2 Engineers Without Borders and the Renewable Energy Program  

Ingenjörer utan gränser, or EWB Sweden, is a Swedish NGO. Their aim is to support and conduct 

projects that bring technical solutions to various problems in less developed parts around the globe. A 

main focus in the organization is to further enable education for children by improving the study 

conditions in schools and homes. Projects are carried out by volunteers active in a variety of fields within 

the technical sector (Ingenjörer utan gränser, 2017).  

 

In 2016, the EWB’s local division at KTH Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm, Sweden initiated 

the Renewable Energy Program (REP). With its five-year time frame the programme aims to increase the 

access to sustainable energy solutions in the Global South. To reach this objective the programme will be 

focusing on four areas: 

 

- Enhancing and reinforcing the local competence for renewable energy technology 

- Encouraging and educating local entrepreneurs to start businesses and strengthen already existing 

structures 

- Creating a funding solution that can finance educational/training efforts and offer subsidies/loans 

for customers 

- Promoting the spread of renewable energy technology to new areas and make installations more 

affordable 
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EWB Sweden has carried out several projects involving installations of renewable energy systems, mainly 

PV systems. These projects are not only expensive, time consuming and limited in their reach. They also 

limit opportunities for local businesses to grow, since the customers will not be needing their services 

when they get the installation from EWB for free. A successful implementation of REP would create, 

rather than diminish, opportunities on the local market at the same time as EWB’s resources would reach 

a larger crowd and be more efficiently distributed.  

 

Figure 2: Original model for REP (Source: Ingenjörer utan gränser). 

2 Objective  

The aim of this thesis is to address some of the technical and financial problems that are considered to be 

the main obstacles for the spread of solar energy in Cameroon. By performing a field study in a semi-rural 

area of the country we hope to provide solutions to these problems. We hope our conclusions will create a 

bigger opportunity for EWB to successfully implement REP in Cameroon. We will focus on three 

primary questions:  

 

- What are the largest challenges for PV installations on households and institutions in Cameroon? 

- How can these problems be solved? 

- What is key for EWB to keep in mind when they proceed with REP in Cameroon?  

2.1 Scope  

This study will mainly focus on basic household electricity, but will also consider bigger installations at 

health centres and schools or other educational facilities.   
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We will not evaluate PV solutions for industries or bigger corporations. Due to the lack of time and 

resources there is also a geographical limit to the study. Regarding the REP, we will mainly focus on the 

technical and financial aspects of the programme in Cameroon. Other aspects of the programme such as 

the fund administration in Sweden and the selection process of the local partner will not be addressed in 

this thesis. 

3 Cameroon  

The Republic of Cameroon is located in mid-west Africa within the Gulf of Guinea. The country and its 

24 million inhabitants are politically divided into ten regions, the North-west and South-west being 

English-speaking and the rest French-speaking (The Central Intelligence Agency, 2016). Each region is 

divided into divisions and sub-divisions. The country borders with Equatorial Guinea, Gabon and Congo 

in the south, Central African Republic and Chad in the east and Nigeria in the north-west.  

 

With modest oil resources and favourable agricultural conditions, the country is being classed as a middle 

low income country with a GDP/capita at $2971 (The World Bank, 2016). However, the poverty rate in 

Cameroon is as much as 54%1 and has been showing an increase over the last 10 years (Bertelsmann 

Stiftung, 2016). Governmental mismanagement with poor social safety nets and ineffective financial 

management along with corruption and inadequate infrastructure has led to a situation where there is a 

shortage of jobs and declining incomes in many areas of the country. There is also a low public 

investment in health, less than 5% of GDP, resulting in limited access to modern health.  

 

Like many other countries in the Sub-Saharan Africa region, Cameroon has many potential renewable 

energy sources that are not fully utilized. The majority of the population still use conventional solid fuels 

like wood or charcoal as their main energy source for heating, lighting and cooking. These household 

activities cover the largest proportion of energy consumption in the country. (Vernyuy Wirba & Abubakar 

Mas'ud, 2015) 

 

Hydropower generated by three large hydroelectric stations provides as much as 75% of the country’s 

total electricity use. The remaining 25% is produced in diesel or natural gas driven thermal power plants. 

The national grid is facing large structural and technical difficulties and is mostly concentrated around the 

urbanized areas. This results in a general electrification rate of 22% and a mere 3,5% in the rural areas 

(Ayompe & Duffy, 2014). One of the major problems with relying on hydropower is the annually 

occurring dry seasons creating an unreliable water supply for months. The Cameroonian government is 

addressing this issue in their Vision 2035 development plan where the overall aim is to reduce poverty 

and to become an emerging-market economy (Bertelsmann Stiftung, 2016). The vision emphasises the 

importance of energy independence in the country and the government therefore intends to increase 

investments in both the delivery and the production of electricity (Vernyuy Wirba & Abubakar Mas'ud, 

2015). 

 

                                                      

 
1 Percentage of population living on less than $3.10/day   
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When it comes to solar power the country receives an average solar irradiation of approximately 2030 

kWh/m2/year (Figure 3), and since the irradiation is most intense during the dry seasons, solar power has 

the potential to compensate the seasons’ low water levels and electricity rates. A number of large 

corporations, among them Chinese Huawei Technologies, has recognized this and carried out projects 

installing massive solar plants supplying thousands of villagers as well as simple street lights along the 

roads of the cities (REVE, 2015). The government has also just recently acknowledged solar energy as a 

viable source for electricity generation and has an ambition to increase investments in this sector as well 

(Ayompe & Duffy, 2014). However, the industry is facing a problem with maintenance after installations 

due to the lack of local technicians (Chi, 2017). 

3.1 Tatum  

Tatum is the capital of the rural Nkum subdivision found in the North-west region of Cameroon (Figure 

3). The approximately 15 000 inhabitants lives at an altitude of 2100 meters above sea level, surrounded 

by steep hills (Aruna, 2017). The official language in the area is English but the native languages Lamnso 

and Pidgin English2 is still used in most private conversations. Due to favourable climate conditions the 

majority of the population occupy themselves with agricultural activities. Poverty, poor infrastructure and 

a lack of modern healthcare are some of the problems Tatum and the subdivision are facing today. 

Despite this the people of Tatum are characterized by their open, happy and welcoming spirit.  

 

 
Picture 1: Welcome to Tatum! This is the main road entering the village. 

                                                      

 
2 A sort of local dialect of English with many local words and expressions,  
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Figure 3: Annual solar irradiation in Cameroon. (Tatum added to the map by authors) (Source: SolarGis)  

3.2 Finance   

Despite decreasing prices within the PV industry, the cost for a SHS installation is still relatively high. As 

previously mentioned, in Cameroon 54% of the population is living on less than $3.10/day, resulting in an 

income of approximately $90/month. The price for a SHS in general varies between $6-15/Wp. The 

installed cost for a 150Wp SHS, big enough to cover basic lighting, phone charging and maybe a TV 

would be at least $900. (Urmee, et al., 2016). Up-front payment is evidentially not an option for any rural 

household. 

 

Many of the households in the rural areas occupy themselves with agricultural activities, something that 

does not, in general, generate a regular income. Applying for and receiving a loan from a financial 

institution or commercial bank to install a system is therefore difficult. Even households with steady 

incomes from governmental or institutional work will have a problem with the short payback period that 

is usually demanded from these institutions (Urmee, et al., 2016). The monthly costs for a payback of the 

loan within any period that is shorter than the life expectancy of the first set of batteries will be too high 

for the general household. Another issue with obtaining a loan for a SHS is the fact that they are not what 

a financial institution would call a “productive use of credit”. Even though access to light is proven to 

increase well-being and quality of life, a SHS installation it is not considered to be income generating, 

which often is a requirement from loan givers (Baurzhan & P.Jenkins, 2016).  

 

Tatum 
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It should also be taken into consideration that in general, people of Cameroon do not use services of 

commercial banks to the same extent as the western world does (Ameh Akon, 2012). Salaries are often 

received in cash, which is also the most common payment method. The runner up to cash is a service 

called Telephone Mobile Money (TMM) where you through the service provider of your phone create an 

account that is connected to your number. You can then transfer and receive money by typing in certain 

codes on your phone and by going to certified service points you can also deposit and withdraw money 

from your account. TMM is in many ways similar to the Swedish service Swish, but the difference is that 

your account is not connected to any bank or credit card. In fact, credit cards are rarely used, especially 

not in the rural areas.   

 

If not saving money in a bank, the people of Cameroon have the option of financial houses. Either 

through official credit unions3 with by-laws, facilities and employees or through something that in 

Lamnso is called a “Njangi”. A Njangi, which is mostly found in the rural areas, is a less official version 

of a credit union and consists of a group of friends, relatives or neighbours that save money together. The 

savings can be for a specific project such as all the group members buying a grating mill for their farming 

activities or it is simply general savings. By doing it together they can create a larger trust fund more 

rapidly than if doing it alone. Every month each member of the Njangi will contribute to the fund with a 

decided amount of money and the group then takes turns on who is entitled to the fund that specific 

month (Nyamnjoh & Fuh, 2015).  

 

4 PV technology 

In this section, we will cover the basics of PV technology. Commercial PV systems can be divided into 

two main technologies, cells made from crystalline silicon (c-Si) and thin-film cells. PV modules utilizing 

c-Si make up 94% of the market in the IEA PVPS4 countries (IEA, 2016), which is why we have chosen 

to focus on them. 

4.1 How it works 

Various PV technologies have one thing in common, they all utilize the unique properties of 

semiconducting materials to convert primary energy (solar irradiation) to secondary energy (electricity) 

(Mir-Artigues & del Río, 2016). When the sun shines on a PV cell, some of the irradiation is absorbed by 

the cell and the semiconducting material. As electrons are excited by the photoelectric effect, they flow 

through the material and a direct current is created. In smaller implementations, the DC is considered a 

final energy (Mir-Artigues & del Río, 2016), i.e. ready to charge a phone. An additional technical 

transformation, converting the DC to AC, is usually desired in larger implementations and Off-grid PV 

systems. 

                                                      

 
3 Credit unions are non-profit, member owned organizations that give loans and allows you to save money. A credit union is 

democratic and decisions are made by its members.   
4 International Energy Agency Photovoltaic Power Systems Programme. Of the 227 GW installed all over the world in the end of 

2015, IEA PVPS countries represented more than 196 GW (IEA, 2016) 
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4.1.1 Off-grid PV systems 

The off-grid PV system is autonomous and is directly connected to a series of loads. The off-grid PV 

system can be either a standalone energy system for a household, or be supported by another source, 

usually a grid connection. The off-grid system is common in the rural Sub-Saharan Africa context, as few 

households are connected to the main grid (Karekezi & Kithyoma, 2002). The key components of an off-

grid system are the PV-modules, charge controllers and the batteries (IEA, 2016). During daytime hours, 

the PV-modules will provide electricity for the appliances and charging of the batteries. The charge 

controller will prevent the batteries from overcharging or exceeding the DoD limit. When the sun sets, the 

charged batteries will power the appliances. The off-grid PV system usually works in a 12V/24V/48V 

environment, although it is possible to connect an inverter. Adding an inverter to the system will convert 

the DC to AC, either 230V (single phase) or 400V (three phase) (IEA, 2016). 

 

 
Picture 2: A typical off-grid installation. The charge controllers (green) can be seen to the left, the blue box is the 

inverter, the batteries are below and the modules on the roof, neither is visible in this picture. This SHS powers the 

Hilltop Breeze Resort and the ACOHOF community radio. Installation was done by the local technician Sylverius 

Bonjhajum 

4.1.2 On-grid PV system 

The on-grid PV system is connected to an electricity network. For on-grid systems adding an inverter is 

compulsory, whereas it is optional in the off-grid case. Consequently, system voltage is either 230V or 

400V AC. Integrating the PV-system with the grid comes with a few incentives. For instance, adding an 

electricity meter allows the household to transfer excess electricity to the grid. Batteries and charge 
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controllers are optional for the on-grid system, but they have gained in popularity. If a household for 

instance has opted for complementary batteries and charge controllers, the local grid can now also be used 

for charging of the PV system batteries. This is particularly useful days when the incident solar irradiation 

is poor and in areas where the grid connection is unreliable. 

4.2 Efficiency and Cost 

Historically, performance development of the cell has been paramount in making solar PV technology 

more affordable. As previously mentioned, one of the biggest obstacles for the spread of solar PV 

technology in the global south is the price per Wp. In this regard, PV technology has not been competitive 

in comparison to non-renewables (Energy&Innovation Policy and Technology LLC, 2015). 

The efficiency of a PV cell is defined as the quotient between the useful energy being recovered and the 

total sunlight impacting the collector surface of the cell (Mir-Artigues & del Río, 2016). 

𝜂 =
𝐸𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝐸𝑖𝑛

[
𝑊

𝑐𝑚2]

[
𝑊

𝑐𝑚2]
 

As can be seen in Figure 4, a couple of technological paradigms can be identified as leaps in development 

of efficiency performance under STC (Mir-Artigues & del Río, 2016). However, in the 21st century the 

performance of PV modules has seen some stagnation (Mir-Artigues & del Río, 2016). 

 

 
Figure 4: Performance of c-Si cells (Source: The Economics and Policy of Solar Photovoltaic Generation). 

 

Although, the stagnant development in performance have yet to stop the PV modules from dropping in 

price per Wp. As can be seen in figure 5, the average price has been decreasing continuously during the 

21st century. Chinese and Taiwanese manufactured PV modules has seen a huge increase. Economies of 
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scale tactics and efficient supply chains has allowed the south-east Asian actors to conquer large shares of 

the global market for PV modules (Goodrich, et al., 2013).  

 

The lower cost for PV modules can also somewhat be attributed to R&D efforts in efficient mining and 

refinement of silicon from the earth crust (Mir-Artigues & del Río, 2016). 

 
Figure 5: PV Price and Performance Trends (Goodrich, et al., 2013). 

 

Observing the amount of MWp shipments per year, the trend looks exponential, with an approximate 

increase of 790% between year 2007 and 2011 (Figure 5). And the demand for PV technology looks to 

continue increasing in the future. In 2015, we saw a market growth of 26.5% of PV technology in IEA 

PVPS countries (IEA, 2016). In absolute numbers, 50.7 GW of PV capacity was installed in 2015. As 

soon as the price per Wp for PV modules reaches a certain critical level, PV modules will be affordable 

for households in Sub-Saharan Africa. The unutilized market potential of Sub-Saharan Africa and the 

global south could potentially accelerate this exponential trend even further, consequently leading to even 

lower prices for PV modules. 

4.3 PV performance factors 

To get the most out of a PV system, performance factors of the system must be taken into consideration. 

If you leave out unexpected events5, there are five main performance factors, most of which are affected 

by the installation (Mir-Artigues & del Río, 2016). Geographical location and system design are the two 

first things that should be considered. Choosing a spot with correctly tuned solar tracking maximizes the 

amount of irradiation absorbed by the PV modules. Naturally, the quality of the equipment and the quality 

of the installation are two other important factors. The fifth performance factor is maintenance. 

4.3.1 Maintenance 

Maintenance can be divided into two main categories, basic and long-term. Basic maintenance is expected 

to be carried out by the end-user and consist mainly of observing and interpreting information from the 

                                                      

 
5 Can for instance be theft or damaged caused by harsh weather conditions  
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inverter, i.e. to avoid exceeding recommended battery DoD. Cleaning the surface of the PV modules from 

dust and bird-droppings is another task for the end-user.  

Because of the dusty conditions during the dry season in the Sub-Saharan African cleaning is especially 

important considering that dirt can account for as much as a 4% loss in system performance (Mir-Artigues 

& del Río, 2016).  

 

The long-term maintenance requires the expertise of a technician. Failing components may severely limit 

the performance of the system, or in worst case render it useless. Even though an installation has been 

carried out by professionals, failing equipment is still far too common. When there is a system 

breakdown, the problem is rarely with the PV modules, as they are standardised and certified according to 

international procedures (Urmee, et al., 2016). System failure due to faulty equipment is usually due to a 

bad inverter, charge controller or battery. The need for maintenance can be somewhat reduced by 

selecting quality equipment (IEA, 2013). If we hope to spread PV technology in the global south, 

enhancing local infrastructure for maintenance and long-term commitment among all stakeholders is 

essential. (IEA, 2013). 

5 Financial models for PV solutions 

5.1 General models 

Implementing programmes for rural electrification through PV systems is something that has been done 

by various organizations. All projects face the challenges of financial solutions. However large their 

resources might be, at some point they will run dry before all the worlds households are electrified. In the 

book “Photovoltaics for Rural Electrification in Developing Countries” (Urmee, et al., 2016) the authors 

provide a road map for the implementation of projects or programmes within this field and present several 

models that they consider cover all the possible ways of financing SHS in rural areas across the globe. We 

consider some of their models as good foundations for us when we try to answer the questions in our 

objective. 

5.1.1 Credit sales 

5.1.1.1 Dealer credit  

In the dealer credit model the SHS is installed for the end-user but remains in the ownership of the dealer 

until the system is paid off. There is a specific agreement between the dealer and the end-user regarding 

payoff period and interest rate. In this model, the end-user is responsible for maintenance and the 

replacement of failing components. The dealer will likely take a loan from a credit institute to be able to 

purchase the system in the first place. During the pay-off period the SHS will be the collateral for this 

loan. 

5.1.1.2 End-user credit  

The end-user credit model differs from the dealer credit model in the way that the credit is being dealt 

with by a separate credit institution. The arrangement around payoff and interest rate is made between the 
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end-user and the institution. Again, in this model the SHS is used as collateral. Up until the full payment 

is done the institution is the owner of the system but the end-user is responsible for its maintenance. The 

dealer delivers the system after being paid by the institution.  

 
Figure 6: Dealer credit (right) and End-user credit (left) models (Urmee, et al., 2016). 

5.1.1.3 Hire purchase/Leasing  

Over a set period the end-user pays for the system to a financial institution that purchases the system from 

a dealer. The difference from the end-user credit being that the institutions, rather than the end-user is 

responsible for the after sales services of the SHS. Also, depending on the arrangement, the system is not 

always handed over to the end-user at the end of the leasing period.  

5.1.2 Subsidies 

Subsidies is one of the most commonly used mechanisms when it comes to PV programmes. Many 

projects use direct subsidies, where you donate the complete SHS, or a percentage of the cost straight to 

the end-user. 

 

There is also the possibility of making subsidies to support a local commercial market, by providing loans 

or donating money to small businesses for them to make investments and extend their businesses. The 

aim is to enable a better platform for a commercial market to grow and through this spread solar energy 

more organically.  

 

 
Figure 7: Subsidy local market (left) and subsidy end-user (right) models (Urmee, et al., 2016). 
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5.2 Potential models for REP  

Based on the models above combined with the original REP model we have created models that we 

believe has the potential to work in Cameroon, two of them for households and one for institutions. Since 

the REP project plan states that they will either not fund, or only partly fund, installations for households, 

those models are based on the household eventually paying for the whole system themselves. In our 

models, we will presume that the local partner is already identified and an agreement between them and 

EWB has been made6, and that the households and institutions already have been approved to be a part of 

REP. 

 

The knowledge transfer is identical in all models. The REP provides the local partner educational material 

and present specific demands. The local partner is then responsible for the certification of local 

technicians where one of the key components is the trainee programme. Within it, the technicians will be 

responsible for the knowledge transfer by continuously through the whole project bringing a group of 

adepts for all installations. The local partner will handle the administration and provide materials needed. 

To assure the ones applying are committed to the project some sort of tuition fee could be discussed. The 

end-users will receive training and basic maintenance knowledge by the technicians and be provided with 

materials, such as instructional pamphlets, by the local partner. When problems occur in the system, the 

end-user can call the local partner whom will allocate a technician as soon as possible. 

5.2.1 Local partner credit - Households 

This model requires an initial investment from the REP fund but will be self-reliant in the long-term 

future. The prospect is that the REP fund will work as a form of credit institution. Through the local 

partner, a credit loan will be given, much like the end-user credit model. The cost for installation and 

material will be transferred to the local and certified technician, who is then responsible for purchasing 

the material from the supplier and installation of the equipment. Depending on the size of the installation 

and the income of the household a payment plan will be made. Preferably REP together will the local 

partner will design standardised dimensions of the SHS adjusted for the area, as this will make the 

process more efficient.  

 

                                                      

 
6 It is not within the scope of this study to address the difficulties of establishing a local partner  
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Figure 8: Local Partner Credit flow chart. 

 

5.2.2 End-user credit – Households 

This model is in many ways similar to the Local Partner Credit model above. There is no actual money 

for the installations coming from the REP fund. Instead, the fund is used merely for administration 

regarding the REP and the trainee programme. The idea is that the end-user will use a Njangi or a credit 

union in order to fund the installation. The local partner will be of assistance in setting up terms and 

agreements and will also work as a form of collateral for the loan. The technician is responsible for 

installation and purchasing of materials once money has been received from the financial institution.  

 

 

 
Figure 9: End-user Credit flow chart. 
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5.2.3 Fund supported end-user credit  

For institutions a part of the REP-fund will be used to subsidise the installation cost. Ideally the size of 

the subsidy will be calculated from the size of the SHS and the income of the institution. The subsidy will 

be transferred to the technician and the end-user institution will take a loan from a financial institute for 

the remaining cost of the installation. The local partner will in this case also help with agreements but will 

not be collateral as the bigger installation can be collateral in itself. As for the rest, the model will work 

like the end-user model for households.  

 

 
Figure 10: Fund Supported End-user Credit flow chart. 

 

 

6 Field study  

Our goal with the field study was to gain local knowledge and understanding of the situation in a typical 

rural village in Cameroon. Ultimately, we wanted to find answers for the questions stipulated in our 

objective. 

6.1 Method  

6.1.1 Stakeholder analysis  

To begin with, we have created a stakeholder analysis for the REP. Mapping the stakeholders of the REP 

in Tatum will help our study specifically. As many typical rural villages in Cameroon share many 

similarities with Tatum, this stakeholder analysis should also be somewhat applicable to other areas. For 

instance, there is a local council in every subdivision, and the ACOHOF organization could be replaced 

with any local NGO. 
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Stakeholder 
Strategic 

importance 

Current 

commitment 

1-5 

Involvement 
REP Goals for the 

stakeholder and specific 
Needs of the stakeholder 

EWB High 

Initiator and 

owner of REP 

5 

Already have 

an agenda of 

electrifying 

rural Africa 

Decision making 

Allocation of funds 

Benefactor 

Decisions will be made 

together with all 

stakeholders. However, 

EWB will have final say in 

anything related to the fund 

Goals 

Electrify Sub-Saharan 

Africa by focusing on 

sustainability and renewable 

energy sources 

 

Promote local markets and 

entrepreneurship 

 

No to minimal involvement 

in the long-term future 

 

Prioritize children and 

education 

 

Create an infrastructure 

which will result in 

autonomous spread of 

renewable energy 

Medium needs 

Needs to find local 

suppliers, partners and 

technicians for future 

collaboration 

 

Needs to understand the 

local communities in 

which they operate 

Households High 

REP wants to 

help children 

with their 

studying 

environment, 

lighting homes is 

probably the best 

way to do it 

2 

Currently low 

awareness 

Feedback 

Beneficiary 

Households need to 

participate in the 

dimensioning of the system. 

If not there is a risk of 

unrealistic expectations 

leading to disappointment 

and bad reputation 

Goals 

Find out purchasing power 

and expenditures through 

questionnaires. Raise 

awareness of renewable 

energy, primarily PV 

technology 

 

Make the households want a 

SHS 

 

Make sure the household is 

satisfied with the SHS after 

installation 

Strong need 

Needs electricity 

 

Wants improved living 

conditions 

 

Wants a safer environment 

after dark, especially 

women 

Health 

centres 

Medium 

Targeting health 

centres has a 

medium priority 

for the REP 

3 Feedback 

Beneficiary 

Needs to be involved. REP 

will have to reach 

consensus with health 

centres regarding how much 

subsidies are necessary 

Goals 

Find out purchasing power 

and expenditures through 

questionnaires. 

Design a feasible subsidy 

plan which will partfinance 

renewable energy systems 

for health centres 

Strong need 

Needs improved lighting 

conditions. Proper lighting 

will help nurses and 

doctors in their treatment 

of patients 

Schools High 

Schools are a 

prioritized target 

for REP 

4 

Schools are 

often 

centralized in 

the societies, 

SHS 

installations 

there 

increases 

awareness.  

Feedback 

Beneficiary 

Needs to be involved. REP 

will have to reach 

consensus with schools 

regarding how much 

subsidies are necessary 

Goals 

Find out purchasing power 

and expenditures through 

questionnaires. 

Design a feasible subsidy 

plan which will part-finance 

renewable energy systems 

for schools 

 

 

Strong need 

Improve education for 

children 

 

Lighting for boarding 

schools 
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ACOHOF High 

Possess a lot of 

local knowledge 

about their area. 

Also share many 

goals with EWB 

which they 

already are 

partners with.  

5 

Already 

works for the 

improvement 

of Tatum and 

the villages of 

the Nkum 

subdivision 

 

Guidance 

Administration 

Benefactor 

Will be involved as advisors 

in all decisions. 

 

Potentially a local partner 

for the REP  

Goals 

Investigate possibilities to 

involve ACOHOF in the 

REP. Target other NGOs 

for local partnership. 

 

 

High needs 

Wants to improve 

standard of living for the 

people of Tatum and the 

surrounding villages. 

Main target is children 

and particularly exposed 

children 

Technicians High 

A key actor when 

it comes to 

installation of 

SHS. Purpose of 

REP is using 

local talents for 

SHS installations 

3 

Committed 

but few in 

number 

Guidance 

Certification 

Will gain job opportunities, 

given that they pass 

certification 

Goals 

Educate and certify local 

technicians in 

professionalism and 

standardised methods 

 

Reach new potential 

technicians by creating job 

opportunities 

Medium needs 

Wants to make a living. 

 

Suppliers Low 

Will be there 

regardless of the 

programme 

 

If REP gets big, 

everyone will 

want to partner 

3 

Want to sell 

Passive 

Partner 

Goals 

Find good suppliers, partner 

up with a few. Using the 

same suppliers 

consequently will result in 

lower prices. 

 

Weak needs 

Only wants to make a 

profit. 

Village 

council 

Medium 

As the council 

has a lot of 

power in the 

communities, a 

good relationship 

with local 

politicians is 

important. 

4 

Wants 

involvement 

in local 

activities of 

this kind.  

Support 

Passive 

Keep in the loop, keep on 

our side 

Goals 

Have a good relationship 

with the council. 

 

Weak needs 

The goal of any local 

council is to improve the 

situation in their district 

Government Low 

Will have little 

interest in REP as 

long as the reach 

is short and the 

impact small. 

1 

Have little 

interest in 

small 

subdivisions 

like Tatum 

Passive 

As little involvement as 

possible 

Goals 

Keep them indifferent to 

REP 

 

If given opportunity, lobby 

for subsidies for renewable 

energy systems 

 

 

No needs  

Table 1: Stakeholder analysis for the REP in Tatum  
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6.1.2 Interviews 

We conducted interviews with local actors within different sectors in the community. These interviews 

was partly focused on the opinion of the situation today, both in general and within their different sectors, 

and partly on the thoughts around the REP and solar energy. We selected the approach of semi-structured 

interviews, as interviews can take different paths depending on the preference and knowledge of the 

interviewees. However, we still wanted to have a foundation from which an interesting rapport can grow. 

We chose the following three questions. 

 

1. How would you describe the electricity situation in Cameroon today?  

2. How do you see the Nkum subdivision develop in the next 10-15 years?  

3. Do you see a connection between access to small scale electricity and a decrease in poverty?  

 

We also briefly explained the REP and showed the financing models presented above and got the 

opinions of the interviewees on the matter.  

6.1.3 Questionnaires   

In cooperation with EWB and the local NGO ACOHOF7, we have constructed two questionnaires. One 

for households and one for institutions, both can be found in appendix G and H respectively. By asking 

questions regarding finance, energy use and renewable energy, we hoped to find out the need, the 

purchasing power and the knowledge of the potential beneficiaries. The majority of the questions were 

multiple-choice which made the compilation of data easy. However, in some questions we wanted the 

interviewees to think for themselves and not be lead into a specific answer. Therefore, these questions 

were open. To guarantee the quality of the answers and to avoid misinterpretations due to language 

barriers, we chose a quality over quantity approach. The questionnaires were not distributed, instead we 

conducted them as interviews in the homes of the potential beneficiaries. If translation was needed, every 

team consisted of a local volunteer that are fluent in both English and Lamnso. We are aware that 

questions can be asked in different fashions and tones and that this could affect the answer. Something 

that could be particularly problematic if the questions are translated into a language we do not understand. 

We tried to prevent this by educating the volunteers on the objective and meaning of the questionnaire. 

We visited seven different villages in the Nkum sub-division and our goal was to reach at least 50 

households and 10 institutions. 

  

                                                      

 
7 Afoni Children of Hope Foundation – se appendix A for more information 
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6.2 Results 

6.2.1  Interviews 

In total, we managed to perform eight interviews. We were successful in the aspect of reaching different 

actors in the society and met the following people:  

 

1. Suila Aruna , the mayor of the Nkum sub-division  

2. Hassan Lukong, local trainer/teacher  

3. Ngwa Manka , local nurse Maureen  

4. Akem Lamisse, grants manager for ACOHOF  

5. Blandine Kindzeka, local radio reporter  

6. Sylverius Bonjhajum, renewable energy technician  

7. Charles Chi, entrepreneur and teacher within renewable energy  

8. Christopher Olong8, economist and promoter for entrepreneurship  

 

We experienced some redundancy in the answers of the interviews. Out of the eight we performed, we 

may have use of six. We soon realized that the models for the REP we had created are too complicated to 

fully understand at a first glance. Alas, we received little new and local insight. To talk more openly 

around the idea of REP was shown to be a more efficient way of getting information. We received much 

knowledge regarding the cultural, financial and technical challenges when implementing PV solutions. 

We also got a deeper understanding for the situation in Cameroon today, both politically and 

economically. 

 

There are a couple of key features mentioned in more than one interview, that we consider to be of great 

importance for our work:  

• Awareness about solar energy and PV solutions need to be increased in the rural areas in order for 

the technology to spread. 

• The number of local technicians needs to be substantially increased. 

• The installations of PV systems need to be more sustainable than they currently are. Better 

components, more educated technicians and better user maintenance knowledge are of great 

importance.  

• The general rural population do not have the habit of thinking in a long-term perspective which 

might become an issue when convincing them to make large investments.  

• PV solutions are still too expensive.  

6.2.2 Questionnaires 

The household questionnaires were a great success. In three days, we visited seven villages and we 

managed to collect data from 71 households. Two teams were employed for the first and third day, and 

three teams for the second day. Every team consisted of one representative of the REP and a local 

volunteer.  

                                                      

 
8 Christopher together with EWB is in the process of starting a school for entrepreneurship  
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Even though the questionnaires were time consuming and a bit tedious, people were friendly and 

welcoming. We often received gifts as a token of friendship and not a single household rejected us. We 

were successful in having a sound distribution, both in gender and in age.  

 

 
Figure 11: Result from field study - distribution of gender and age. 

 

Unfortunately, the questionnaires for institutions were not equally successful. During our stay in 

Cameroon (March - May 2017), the anglophone regions had an ongoing strike within the educational 

sector9. The schools were empty and had been so for several months. Our intention was to reach both 

health and educational facilities with the questionnaires but because of the strike we could not visit any 

schools. We did visit five health institutions while we were travelling between the villages. However, the 

size of the institutions varied a lot which makes it difficult to draw any general conclusions. We also 

experienced that when answering questions regarding their finances, we were given very rough 

estimations which make the results difficult to trust. 

 

We had three objectives with the questionnaires; to find out how spread the knowledge of solar power is 

in a rural area, to understand the energy needs and estimate the purchasing power of the people in such an 

area. The results show that the knowledge of solar power is decent. Of the 71 households we visited, 51 

had in some context heard of solar energy. Almost half of these households even owned small solar 

energy devices such as a solar lamps and solar telephone chargers. These items are relatively cheap and 

can be found at the local market. Only one of the households had a bigger PV system installed.  

 

                                                      

 
9 The strike was due to a political problems between the Anglophone and Francophone regions. For more 

information read this article: http://www.africanews.com/2016/12/05/cameroon-anglophone-teachers-lawyers-go-

on-strike/  

54%
46%

Gender

Male Female

1%7%

23%

21%
23%

15%

10%

Age

< 20 20-29 30-39 40-49

50-59 60-69 >=70

http://www.africanews.com/2016/12/05/cameroon-anglophone-teachers-lawyers-go-on-strike/
http://www.africanews.com/2016/12/05/cameroon-anglophone-teachers-lawyers-go-on-strike/
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Picture 3: Akem and Luanga helps with the questionnaires, this interview was particularly difficult as the 

interviewed couple only knew the local Lamnso tongue. 

 

To find out their energy need, one question was, if they wanted improved access to electricity? 100% of 

the households said yes, even though 59% of them has access to the main power grid. This answer might 

be due to the fact that more than 50% of the ones connected to the grid experience power cuts daily or 

nearly every day. The remaining ones saying they occur on a weekly basis. When it comes to the use of 

lighting there is a noticeable difference between the number of hours the household would like to use 

lighting and the number of hours they actually can use lighting.  

 

 
Figure 12: Result from field study - use of lighting and desired use of lighting. 
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People are not only unsatisfied with the access to light in terms of availability. They are also unhappy 

with the quality of the lighting. 72% rated the lighting situation in their home as “poorly lit”. The absence 

of electricity is usually the reason for the unhappiness. Households relying solely on bush lamps10 and 

solar lamps are simply not content with the lighting in their homes. Another common problem is low 

voltage from the grid11, leading to a disappointing lumen output from the bulbs. Only 36% of the 

households with access to electricity were satisfied with the voltage level in their home. 

 

 
Figure 13: Result from field study - regardless if the household is connected to the national grid, bush lamps are 

common. 

 

Bush lamps are widely used even in households with access to electricity. As it turns out, 89% of the 

households use fuel in some way. A lucky few have a diesel-powered generator but for a glaring majority, 

as much as 95%, the fuel is used for kerosene based bush lamps. 

 

Monthly expenditures on consumables like kerosene and diesel was higher than we initially expected. The 

multiple questions put about expenditures and income, have given us good understanding about the 

general purchasing power in a typical rural community in Cameroon. As 82% answered they occupy 

themselves with farming, almost all the households are self-sufficient when it comes to food. 

Consequently, the households can use their income for other expenditures, and their purchasing power is 

better than the numbers show. The average income of households, as seen in figure 8, is around 10,000 

FCFA. A large portion of the income is spent on kerosene and diesel, i.e. 63% of the households ended up 

in the 1,000-2,999 FCFA bracket of fuel expenditures, and only 25% spent less than 1,000 FCFA on fuel 

in a month. Replacing the monthly fuel expenditures with a payment plan for a SHS seems plausible, we 

return to this in the analysis.  

                                                      

 
10 A bush lamp is a kerosene driven lamp/lantern often used in rural areas. 
11 Low voltage is usually a problem as households connect to the national grid power line with long extension cables. Another 

popular solution is connecting to a neighbour, they connect in long series, lowering the voltage for every iteration. 
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Figure 14: Result from field study - average household income and fuel expenditures. 

 

As expected, not many households saved money in commercial banks. However, a surprising 73% turned 

out to be a part of a financial house, either a credit union or which was most common, a Njangi. The 

amounts saved varied from month to month in many households and we experienced that they found it 

hard to estimate their average savings.  

6.3 Analysis  

In this section, we will by analysing the challenges and prospects answer the two first questions in the 

objective.  

- What are the largest challenges for PV installations on households and institutions in Cameroon? 

- How can these problems be solved? 

6.3.1 Challenges  

The questionnaires and interviews converge at the economical aspect. Interviewees shared a consensus 

regarding the current price of PV technology being a major impediment, and the data from questionnaires 

suggest the same. But there is hopes for the future. With the continuing trend of annual increases in 

installed PV capacity, as discussed in the PV technology section, the price per kWh seems to continue 

decreasing.  

 

Another problem is that people are unwilling to pay the price for a PV system. When told how much it 

would cost them per month with a monthly payment plan, they are intimidated.  
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But considering the accumulated cost for lighting generating consumables per month, and the electricity 

bill for grid connected households, there is little or no extra costs compared to monthly payments for a 

SHS. There is a lack of understanding in this case. The households do not see the relationship between 

increased monthly expenditures for a SHS and decreased expenditures for fuel and grid-based electricity.  

 

The households are not entirely knowledgeable in terms of the implications of a SHS. Although, they 

have heard about solar energy and seen the small solar devices in the local market. The small solar 

gadgets is probably what they associate PV solutions with. For them, it may seem unreasonable to pay a 

high amount of money for a SHS when a low quality solar lamp, or solar charger is so much cheaper in 

the market. For people to invest they need to know what they put their money into and what they will gain 

from it. From the interviews the message was clear: education is needed. The lack of knowledge about the 

potential of a SHS, and how it can improve the living standard of a rural household, is a challenge. 

Especially when adding the issue of not thinking in a long-term perspective. According to our interviews, 

the uneducated people in the rural villages spend what they have today and think little about tomorrow.  

 

Failing installations is another of the big challenges of any rural PV electrification project. We saw an 

example of this at a health centre in the village Kishong, which had a powerful off-grid SHS installed. 

Unfortunately, it was inactive and the reason was unknown. The staff at the centre did not know who to 

contact, as the technician installing it was no longer reachable. Looking at the installation, we were not 

pleased with the job in terms of structure and cabling. Beneficiaries do not know who to call when the 

system is failing, so the system is left in a partially functioning, or broken state. The long-term inactive 

systems are a farce and a product of unsustainable implementation of PV technology, where the long-term 

commitment of stakeholders is lacking. The reasons for broken installations are faulty components, low 

maintenance and unprofessional technicians. The faulty component is rarely the PV module. As 

previously stated, the PV modules are standardised and of good quality regardless of manufacturing 

country. On the other hand, it is far more common with a failing inverter, charge controller or battery.  

 

The other reason for malfunctioning systems is the installation itself, it is common that installations will 

be done by unprofessional technicians. The reason for this is that installing a SHS is a lucrative 

opportunity for any technicians, and many technicians are eager to become PV technicians. Even electric 

technicians with no training in renewable energy systems will jump at such opportunity. They will agree 

to do installations without proper knowledge and performance factors like system design and 

dimensioning may suffer. In addition, the suppliers of PV technology seldom have any knowledge about 

the equipment they are selling, and are more often vendors seizing an opportunity to make a profit in a 

growing market. Therefore, they have little knowledge about PV technology and they cannot give any 

recommendations. We experienced this first hand when we spent a day in Bamenda, interviewing four 

different retailers, whom all had very little information to offer us.  

 

The shortage of local PV technicians was an issue addressed by more than half of or interview objects. 

Unsolved technical problems with inactive installations of SHS leads to a bad reputation for PV 

technology (IEA, 2013). When interviewing Charles Chi he spoke of this as one of the main reasons to 

why people might be unwilling to invest in a SHS. You are not eager to invest in a system if other 

households in the community have bad experiences.  
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Balancing the cost and the power output of the system is another important task. The system needs to be 

both desirable and affordable. According to a dataset of the performance of 50,000 SHS installations in 

Sub-Saharan Africa, aside from reliability, the main challenge for rural electrification projects is 

dimensioning (IEA, 2013) which is difficult as the stakeholders usually have different viewpoints. The 

end-users and benefactors need to compromise. Utilizing models in which the beneficiaries must part-

finance the installation should help with this convergence, so the “tragedy of the commons” problem12 is 

avoided. 

6.3.2 Prospects 

72% of the households rated the lighting situation in their homes as poor. Evidently, people in these 

communities want to improve living conditions, and lighting is one of the primary needs. But many are 

unwilling to make the up-front payments for a SHS. The solution is increased awareness. Making them 

understand what they will gain from the investment rather than what they will lose. When introduced to 

the idea of a programme and an infrastructure with guarantees and security for the end-user, most people 

welcomed the idea regardless of the financing option. They would make the monthly payments if it would 

not be higher than the expenditures they currently had for lighting. 

 

 
Figure 15: Result from field study - given the right conditions, most households will welcome a SHS. 

 

However, reaching a state where the community feels comfortable making a big investment in a SHS is 

far away. If we succeed in creating an infrastructure where we enhance the local market, the word of 

mouth reputation could be turned from a disadvantage to an advantage. The rooftop mounted PV modules 

is clearly visible for anyone to see and if the end-user finds it convenient, others will want it too. An 

infrastructure like this will reach many more households and we are convinced that the forces of 

enhancing the market economy will dwarf that of benefactor efforts like heavily subsidized equipment.  

  

                                                      

 
12 “Tragedy of the commons” is an economic theory where individual users act independently within a shared resource system, 

depleting the resources through their collective action 

73%

20%

7%
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86%

6%
8%

Would you consider a leasing 
deal? (for a SHS)

Yes No No reply
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Ultimately, there will be opportunities in every step of the value chain and true entrepreneurs will seize 

those, making natural market forces spread like ripples on water.  

 

As for the issue of dimensioning of the SHS, standardised dimensions could be used, based on three 

brackets of purchasing power. The brackets should be anchored in the income levels from the 

questionnaires; low income <10,000 FCFA, medium income 10,000-30,000 FCFA and high income 

>30,000 FCFA. These standardised dimensions should be developed in cooperation with stakeholders like 

households, technicians, the local partner and the REP technical group. The goal is finding plausible and 

optimal points, if the programme grows big in its reach and impact, the standardised dimensions can be 

used for economies of scale tactics. A SHS should provide the basic needs of lighting and charging of cell 

phones. Complementary low voltage appliances like a radio or a TV is usually desired but not a necessity. 

Although, if a TV is not taken into consideration when designing system dimensions, chances are there 

will be competition in the households as to what the battery energy should be used for.  

 

A typical SHS installation done in a household by a PV technician is a 300Wp off-grid system 

(Bonjhajum, 2017). An installation like this is not only too expensive for a rural household, it is also 

unreasonably powerful. It could power as much as 12 LED light bulbs, radio and a TV, the price of such 

system with installation is 700,000 FCFA. With a payment plan of 8 years, the monthly payment would 

be approximately 7,300 FCFA, excluding the first battery change13 and interest (if financial institutes are 

used). Through our questionnaires, we have roughly estimated 4,250 FCFA to be a maximum for monthly 

payments for approximately 50% of the households. We used the simple model in (2) for this estimation. 

The model does not include the possible electricity bill savings for the few households connected to the 

grid. The model includes a high expenditure for kerosene, as we suspect many households will want to 

continue using their bush lamps for some time. The model assumes that the households are self-sustaining 

when it comes to food, as they are farmers. We have chosen to keep half of the income after fuel 

expenditures for other expenses, medical bills, school fees and so on. 

 

  
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒−𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠

2
=  

10,000−1,500

2
= 4,250 𝐶𝐹𝐴      (2) 

 

An off-grid SHS of 150Wp, with a 100 Ah battery, 15A charge controller and all the bolts, nuts, 

mounting and cabling could power as much as 5 LED light bulbs, which should provide lighting for all 

the rooms in a typical household (Bonjhajum, 2017). There would even be power for a radio and a TV. A 

system like this would cost a total of 300,000 FCFA including the cost for installation (Bonjhajum, 2017). 

With a monthly based payment plan, either by leasing or a loan, this would take eight years to pay off 

with a monthly cost of approximately 3,125 FCFA. At the end of the day, the end-user would own this 

system. From that point, aside from occasional maintenance, the electricity will be free for the end-user. 

The payment plan could also include the first battery change. The system in our example is with a 100 Ah 

battery, including the first battery change results in a total cost of 390,000 FCFA and a monthly cost of 

4,063 FCFA.  

                                                      

 
13 A first battery change is usually required after 8 years 
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If the battery change is not included, there is a risk that the end-user fails to save up the money for it. The 

end-user will then eventually be disappointed as power will only be available during daytime hours, this 

will possibly lead to the spread of bad reputation for PV technology. 

 

As we suggest in our models, the lack of local technicians could be addressed through a trainee 

programme. Certifying technicians within a programme should be the primary focus. Even though they 

are few, there are technicians with the knowledge to make professional installations. Sylverius, the 

technician we met, is one of them. At the school where he received his training, the focus was both on the 

theoretical and practical aspects of PV installations. He emphasises the importance of practical work, 

saying that is the best way to learn. A certified technician could have two trainees who will be taught in 

professionalism as stipulated by the programme. Eventually they will be certified themselves, ready to 

educate more trainees. The trainees should be recruited directly from the universities and training schools. 

Also electrical technicians and engineers who want to find new work opportunities in the growing PV 

market could be admitted as trainees. The certifying process will also create a consistency for the SHS 

installations, and it will be easy for another technician to maintain or expand an existing installation done 

by someone else. 

 

When increasing the local knowledge of PV technology, future possibilities to have more of the product 

realisation process done locally are increased as well. When we raised the question of the high prices and 

possible ways to lower them with the people active in the field. Neither Charles, nor Sylverius where 

indifferent to the idea of local assembly of PV modules. Maybe this could be a potential development of 

an established programme. 

6.3.3 SWOT analysis of financing models in Cameroon 

Here we try to analyse the results from the study from the REP point of view. We use the three models we 

have created and identify each model’s strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats through a SWOT 

analysis. When doing the individual SWOT analyses for the models we realized that many aspects 

appeared in all the analyses so we opted for a general SWOT and remarked on the individual features of 

each model below. 
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A big strength of the models is that there will, to a great extent, be guaranteed quality in the knowledge 

transfer to new technicians. Also, by letting the trained technician purchase the equipment, the models 

will allow control of the quality of the components. Together with the security of financial guidance and 

physical contact within the programme, we believe this will create a bigger trust from the end-users and 

they will be keen to be a part of the programme. In this type of aid work it is an advantage to keep the 

management in Sweden since it will be easier for them than for the local partner to make impartial 

decisions. 

 

As for opportunities, a successful implementation of the trainee programme would increase the number of 

technicians exponentially, as every certified technician would bring multiple trainees to the installations. 

Along with this, the models all create the opportunity for a good reputation about PV technology to 

spread. The spread will increase the knowledge in the rural areas and could also raise the interest for all 

kinds of renewable energy. 

 

Looking at weaknesses, the first one we identify is the obvious vulnerability for REP in the financing 

aspect. The credit dealer runs the risk of payments being overdue and being collateral for loans. It puts the 

fund at risk, which is an extra delicate problem when the money is received from donors. Information 

how the resources are spent is an important aspect for aid organizations today and keeping the cash flows 

from the fund transparent will be increasingly difficult as the programme grows, resulting in involvement 

of many actors. 

- Control over equipment 

- Decision making in Sweden

- Qualified knowledge transfer from technician 
to trainee 

- Households and institutions can trust that they 
get quality and support 

- Households and institutions have a physical 
contact in the local partner

- Potentially a lot of administrative work around 
trainee programme 

- REP being credit dealer/collateral makes them 
vulnerable 

- Hard to be transparent with the funds when the 
programme grows 

- Successful installations will give good 
reputation

- The knowledge about solar energy will 
increase in the communities

- Exponential increase in number of technicians 

- Business opportunities for technicians allows 
growth of their businesses

- Failing equipment will give bad reputation

- Technician enters corrupt deal with supplier

- Trainees leave programme after finished 
education

- The end-user does not manage the maintenance 

- Households have unrealistic expectations on 
the system

- Local partner corrupt, not acting in the interest 
of the community

SWOT
Strengths  

Opportunities  

Weaknesses  

Threats  
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One of the biggest threats for that transparency, and for all models, is the deeply rooted culture of 

corruption. There is always a risk that stakeholders might seize the opportunity of gaining something 

extra for themselves. When addressing the issue of corruption during interviews and casual conversations, 

there are those who claim that the corruption is not an issue, while others will say that it is one of the 

major problems in the country.  

 

There is the risk of increased bad reputation of PV technology if installations were to fail or if the 

technician does not manage the expectations of the household properly. If the capacity of the system is 

not thoroughly communicated the household might be disappointed. Another potential problem is the 

possibility of trainees within the programme to be disloyal after certification and find work elsewhere. 

The spread of PV technology in general should only be mildly affected by this, but as the trainee is meant 

to become a trainer in the programme the increase of the number of certified technicians will not be as 

high as expected. 

6.3.3.1 Local partner credit  

A unique strength with the local partner credit is that it does not rely on any external financial stakeholder 

since the key actors will be within the programme. It will make it easier to convince households to 

become a part of the programme. This creates an opportunity for the spread of PV technology to be 

quicker. However, the model will also create a weakness in the amount of administrative work that will 

fall upon the local partner regarding the payments. In addition, there is the overhanging threat of overdue 

payments. The amount of work would increase even further when collecting the payments and the fund 

might run dry in the meantime.  

6.3.3.2 End-user credit  

The biggest strength of the end-user credit is that there is no funding of equipment needed from the REP. 

But difficulties for households to get credit deals elsewhere might add on as a weakness. The process of 

receiving a loan will be more bureaucratic, leading to the total time for each installation to be prolonged 

and stalling the spread of SHS. Also, the interest rates of local credit unions and the typical Njangi are, 

according to economist Christopher Olong, very high which will make the end-user less prone to apply 

for a loan in the first place. But once the programme is established this model has the possibility to 

shorten the road to a self-reliant PV market making the REP redundant as is its ultimate goal.  

6.3.3.3 Fund supported end-user credit  

Since projects with institutions will be fewer, it will be easier to allocate money from the fund and 

keeping the funding more transparent for the donors. On the other hand, there will be more donations 

needed as this will be a direct subsidy and it will not generate any money back to the fund. This will 

require more effort from the team in Sweden. Whether it is going to be easy or hard for the institution to 

be approved for a loan for the remaining, unsubsidized part, is hard for us to determine. The few health 

institutions we spoke to, all said it to be impossible to get a loan from a bank. Also, in general the lack of 

financial support in Africa is one of the greater challenges that smaller businesses and entrepreneurs face 

(Ekeledo & Bewayo, 2009). Then, there are those who claim it is not difficult, Christopher Olong among 

them.  
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6.4 Conclusions  

Based on this field study we conclude with our answer to the final question; 

 

What is key for EWB to keep in mind when they proceed with REP in Cameroon?  

  

The lack of local technicians, the local knowledge and the long-term commitment of all stakeholders 

should be the initial and primary focus for the REP. Considering the many stakeholders identified when 

implementing the programme, we believe it is key to keep the number of stakeholders you actually rely 

on as low as possible. To choose not to involve for example suppliers but rather let the technician handle 

that contact will make the programme less vulnerable. As mentioned before, our impression is that word 

of mouth is the best method when it comes to spread of knowledge and good reputation.  

 

One of the biggest strength of the REP project plan is to keep the programme on a local level. To not lose 

this as the core of the programme we also consider to be of high importance. When introducing the idea 

of the REP in interviews or in conversations it is more than well received. It is a strong and sustainable 

concept that we, as well as the locals believe in.  

7 Additional insights 

Here we will bring up some impediments and prospects of PV implementation in Sub-Saharan Africa and 

the REP which we found interesting. Based on the results of the field study, extrapolation from the intel 

gained in the interviews and our own experiences from spending 60 days in Cameroon, we would like to 

shed light on issues not fully discussed in the analysis.  

7.1 The Solar Trap and the Pico PV system 

Even though PV electrification in rural areas are a great improvement for any village, the kind of 

dimensioning of SHS we are looking at can never fully replace a proper connection to the national grid. 

SHS that allows non-stop usage of high-power appliances like an iron, a refrigerator or a washing 

machine, is not within the purchasing power of any rural household in Cameroon.  

 

The solar trap is a phenomenon where rural PV electrification through SHS shifts the government view on 

the village to electrified. When the village is considered electrified, governmental efforts in grid 

expansion could disregard or down-prioritize it. As a consequence, grid expansion would be delayed and 

the population would suffer in the long-term perspective (IEA, 2013). The IEA brings up this issue and 

suggests the Pico PV system as a solution. The Pico PV system is an off-grid SHS in miniature. It is 

portable, simple and a low Wp14 system. Its purpose is to be non-expensive, expandable and multi-

purpose15.  

                                                      

 
14 The Pico PV system is within the 0,3 – 10 Wp interval (IEA, 2013) 
15 2 light bulbs and telephone charging (IEA, 2013) 
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The modern LED lightbulbs, with their low power requirements, has allowed the Pico PV system to be an 

adequate alternative to the bigger SHS. But with its small power output, one could hardly consider 

anyone with such a system as electrified. 

 

We share the opinion with the IEA, the Pico PV system will not lead to the solar trap. On the other hand, 

the Pico PV system is so small, it is not much better than buying a solar charger and solar lamps 

individually. Besides, with Chinese solar gadgets already flooding the market, not only in Cameroon, but 

in all Sub-Saharan Africa there is a potential for them to start spreading low quality Pico PV systems. 

Quote from locals; “they (Chines companies) are equally corrupt and they know how to play the game”. 

The SHS on the other hand, at least the modules, are subject to international standards, and should 

therefore be safer from a quality standpoint. The portability of the Pico PV system is advantageous in that 

if the owner wants to move, she can just bring the system along. But that portability may also make the 

system more susceptible to theft (IEA, 2013).  

 

During our interviews we asked some of our interviewees whether they thought the solar trap would be a 

problem for a rural area in Cameroon, and the answer was a unanimous no. They are simply not sure a 

proper grid extension will reach them in their lifetime. In terms of that timeframe, we cannot wait for the 

government to extend the grid but need to find alternative solutions. Creating an infrastructure for the 

spread of PV technology in these villages is one good approach. The SHS should be vanguard as far as 

the authors are concerned, but the Pico PV should not be disregarded. 

7.2 The cultural aspect of long-term perspective 

We have only briefly mentioned different cultural aspects that can become obstacles for any programme 

implementations in Cameroon. As many previous studies have shown, and what our field study only 

confirms, is that the majority of the population in rural areas occupy themselves with different forms of 

agriculture. Their income levels are low and their way of living is rooted in the “hand to mouth”-lifestyle. 

The historical pattern is that they often live off the crops they harvested during that day or week. If your 

main priority for centuries has been to find food for the day, it is understandable that you do not worry 

about a distant future much. According to the people we have interviewed, this is one of the reasons why 

they have yet to learn to think in a long-term perspective (Aruna, 2017). However, long-term thinking is 

something that can be taught and it is argued that the more education you have the better you are at it 

(Lamisse, 2017). That opinion is supported by the result from our questionnaires; the majority of people 

we met had not gone further than a first school certificate in the school system (Figure 16).  

 

There are an increase in the number of children that go to school (The World Bank, 2010). However, this 

is ironically enough, the long-term solution to the problem of the unwillingness to make investments that 

will mostly benefit them in the long run. It is not until the children grow up and can make their own 

financial decisions that the difference will be noticeable. When it comes to change deeply rooted culture – 

it takes time. 
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Figure 16: Result from field study - highest level of education. 

7.3 Local efforts for making PV systems less expensive  

The import taxes from PV manufacturing countries are one of the main price driving factors for PV 

technology in Cameroon and there is little we can do about that. However, an interesting topic of 

discussion is; is it possible to reduce the price per kWh of PV technology through local efforts? The PV 

retailers sell equipment that is in a late phase of the value chain. Naturally, it will be more expensive the 

further down the value chain you go. The PV technician will get the equipment from a PV retailer, then 

install the modules and connect all the components. We asked both Charles Chi and the technician 

Sylverius Bonjhajum about possible ways to reduce costs in their work, and they had multiple ideas. The 

first one was related to maintenance. Charles suggested when the battery needs replacement, the 

technician should be able to change the electrolyte in the battery, instead of opting for a complete 

replacement. This approach is not only sustainable, given proper waste management for the old 

electrolyte, it is also dramatically less expensive compared to a full replacement. However, Sylverius had 

tried this once and was disappointed to find that the battery barely delivered 50% of its nominal capacity 

after replacement. A reduced capacity is a problem as it will make the battery a bottleneck in the SHS, the 

dimensioning is, as mentioned, an important aspect. If they can find ways of replacing the electrolyte and 

reaching a capacity closer to 70%, the lower capacity afterwards can be accounted for when designing the 

SHS, simply by opting for a bigger battery in the first place. 

 

Another suggestion was to climb up in the value chain (Figure 18) to reach the assembly state. If local 

technicians were to assemble the modules themselves, the price of a complete SHS would be a lot lower. 

The components for the module do not suffer from high import taxes to the same extent as the complete 

modules. Naturally, the components are not as expensive as they have not gone through the value-adding 

assembly step. On the other hand, a PV module assembled by a technician could never compete with the 

module efficiency achieved in an assembly plant. But the price per kWh, which is the key performance 

indicator in this case, would still be lower according to both Sylverius and Charles.  
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Figure 18: The value chain of a c-Si PV system, slightly modified by the authors  (IEA, 2016). 

 

A truly long-term prospect in mitigating import taxes, is the local manufacturing approach. The price 

advantage of Chinese PV manufacturing, as stated in the PV technology section, is primarily due to 

economies of scale tactics and efficient supply chains. This advantage can easily be copied by other actors 

in any country. Low income countries like Cameroon could even utilize the local income situation as a 

lever. As can be seen in figure 19, there are already many plants on the continent, most of them are in 

northern Africa and South Africa. Since 2009 there has been plants opening in Sub-Saharan Africa. 

Although, the annual capacity of such plants is still very low. With two plants opening in Nigeria since 

2011, they accumulate a national capacity of 17.5 MW of PV module manufacturing. The idea of having 

manufacturing closer to the market does not only make sense economically, it has less logistics and is 

more sustainable from the environmental perspective. With all the job opportunities the local 

manufacturing would bring, one could even argue it is socially sustainable. 
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Figure 19: PV manufacturing and assembly plants in Africa (IRENA, 2016). 

7.4 The focus of the REP – where is light really needed?  

The REP has a focus on children and education, and as EWB states, they want to provide electric light so 

children can do their homework. But the need for electricity in schools is up for debate. The sun sets 

around 7 PM in Tatum, and by that time children have been home from school for several hours. The 

school is obviously not in dire need of electric lighting, as education will not suffer due to bad lighting in 

daytime hours. One could argue that there is a need for computer based education, but does that justify a 

donation based SHS? Smartphones are common in rural Cameroon (Figure 17) and the user interface of 

desktop operating systems and mobile operating systems are congregating. The step for the Cameroon 

schoolchildren to learn to navigate in a desktop environment would be short. 

 

 
Figure 17: Result from field study - 93% of the households have access to a telephone. Many people have 

access to charging from their home, but a few pays to get their phone charged. 
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If we hope to improve the studying situation for children in rural communities, electrifying efforts should 

primarily target households and boarding schools. Children are home studying after dark and proper 

lighting in their homes will improve their situation, both when it comes to quality of lighting and possible 

studying hours. When it comes to boarding schools, the need for electric lighting is obvious. The 

installation of a SHS at the ACOHOF family farm school was especially justified as the boarding school 

targets children in special need. The little data we got from health centres suggested that it would be 

possible to get financing through banks, the health centre itself should be enough collateral. However, the 

health centres themselves are sceptical since many of them are either connected to the grid or have access 

to generators. In their case subsidies may not be necessary and any efforts should preferably come from 

the government and not from a NGO.  Besides, the health centres we visited were all already supported by 

a World Bank programme. 
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9 Appendix  

9.1 Appendix A – Afoni Children of Hope Foundation  

ABOUT ACOHOF – Written by ACOHOF Grants Manager Akem Lamisse  

ACOHOF is a non-profit making charity organization, working for the benefit of underprivileged children 

and for very poor communities primarily in Bui Division, North West Region of Cameroon.  
Vision 

ACOHOF envisages a community where all underprivileged and vulnerable persons are empowered in all 

spheres of life to play central roles in societal processes of development that will enable them to live 

normal and happier lives with dignity and self-esteem.  
Mission 

To assist, empower, and holistically transform the lives of disadvantaged and vulnerable people notably 

young boys and girls to live independently with dignity and self-esteem through relevant programs in 

education, healthcare, water and sanitation, vocational skills training, awareness-raising, music and talent 

promotion and access to human rights. 

Objectives  

 To enhance employment in local communities through provision of vocational training. 

 To improve the quality of water supply in local communities through sensitization campaigns and 

assistance in the provision of potable water. 

 To promote basic education through sensitization campaigns, awarding of scholarships, 

organization of school competitions and improvement of school infrastructures. 

 To promote democracy and human rights in local communities through sensitization campaigns 

and capacity building workshops. 

 To improve on the lives of children suffering from Muscular Dystrophy and other rare diseases 

by providing healthcare services and helping them better integrate into the society. 

 To promote modern agricultural practices in rural communities through formal training, capacity 

building workshops, demonstration projects, and provision of farm inputs to farmers. 

 To improve on the health condition of rural dwellers through community health outreach 

programs. 

 

Projects of ACOHOF 

✓ ACOHOF Family Farm School 

The ACOHOF Family Farm School (FFS+) is a private, non-profit alternative boarding 

secondary school established in 2014 by ACOHOF in partnership with DISOP Cameroon with 

the overall goal of reducing rural poverty, promoting sustainable community development, and 

improving the living standards of young people in Nkum Sub Division of the North West Region 

of Cameroon. 

✓ ACOHOF Community Radio 

The ACOHOF Community Radio Tatum was established in 2015 by the Afoni Children of Hope 

Foundation with the aim of providing affordable access to relevant, timely, pertinent, reliable, 
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and accurate information in order to improve awareness and the making of well informed choices 

in community development problems ranging from culture, education, hygiene and sanitation, 

agriculture, local governance, entertainment, and the empowerment of the inhabitants of Nkum 

Sub Division and its environs 

✓ The Development and Information Centre (DevICe)- WADIS 2 project-SODIS 

DevICe stands for Development and Information Centre. It’s an initiative which is run by 

ACOHOF and partnership with Engineers without borders of Sweden 

Motto: Solar Power for Health 

The main objectives of DevICe is to  

-   Inform about the importance of clean water, hygiene 

-   Show the basic water treatment methods 

-   Assist when performing bacterial tests 

-   Test solar ovens 

-   Develop solar ovens 

✓ Muscular Dystrophy Program 

 ACOHOF strives to identify children suffering from Muscular Dystrophy and other rare 

diseases, sensitize the general public on muscular dystrophy, give education and medical care to 

those infected, provide wheelchairs to identified needy cases, and provide information on how to 

manage their conditions to live healthier and longer. 

✓ Back to School with ACOHOF 

This program seeks to provide grade-appropriate school supplies such as, school fees, writing 

materials, school bags, school shoes, etc. to orphans and underprivileged school boys and girls 

between the ages of 5-12 primarily in Bui Division, North West Region of Cameroon at the 

beginning of every academic year. 

✓ Basic Needs for the Needy 

This program is dedicated to protecting the wellbeing of desperately poor children and disabled persons. 

To this end, we seek to provide food, shelter, clean water, educational facilities, clothes and shoes, proper 

diet and assist the affected persons to improve their livelihoods and start up their own income generating 

activities. 

 

For more information about ACOHOF and its activities check www.acohof.org  

  

http://www.acohof.org/
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9.2 Appendix B – Interview with Akem Lamisse Limnyuy  

Interview 
Name: Akem Lamisse Limnyuy (Ak) 

Title: Grants Officer and Project Coordinator at ACOHOF in Tatum 

Age: 26 

Highest level of education: Masters 1 in Geography, University of Yaoundé 

Interviewer: Catja Carlson (C) and Anton Agerberg (An) 

 

C: How long have you been working for ACOHOF? 

Ak: Since December 2015 

C: So almost 1 and a half years 

C: What are the main tasks in your work? 

Ak: I identify project areas 

C: mhm 

Ak: I design project proposals, look for funding agencies and if such proposals are appointed, I partake in implementation of the projects 

C: Alright, so if we look at this subdivision, how would you want the region or the subdivision to develop over the next 10-15 years? What is your vision? 

Ak: If you are talking about this subdivision, yes the most urgent issue today in this subdivision is water. We are talking about both in quantity and quality, we do not have both. Yes so, that’s the first project line that we can take, if we want to develop we look 

for possibilities for bringing either pipe-borne water or developing other means of getting water to the communities. Then apart from that you also look at energy. That should be the second need. Because we have a problem of electricity here. Which is mainly 

by our main grid, it is not sufficient for the population. So what I’m simply stating is that in future, we can do our best means, other means of having energy in our homes. I think it would be very good for our population. Then the other aspect should be health. 

Yes. We have a conservative population, who do not believe in hospitals. They wait until things really get bad before they say; ok let’s go to the hospital. And again we do not have hospitals which have the infrastructures. You see, maybe you go to the hospital, 

they do not have enough beds, they do not have enough facilities to take care of patients. So both ways, we need to work with patients, with the population, the sanitization. To sanitize, to go to the hospital when you have a problem. We also need to work with 

the hospitals, to see that we have the available infrastructure to help the population. Then the last thing I think, since we are in a rural community, we are looking at agriculture too, agriculture is a very important aspect. Though it has a setback that if people 

to continue living in the past. They don’t want to accept modern methods of agriculture. They stil practice methods like slash and burn, yes, they burn the soils believing that maybe their yields will be higher. It’s not very true 

An: When you say modern ways of agriculture, do you mean like the kind of thing that modern agro-processing would mean. Like electric milling, instead of using animals. Do you think that is important? 

Ak: Hmm. At this level now, what I am talking about is destruction from land. You see, at that level it is not good. So we cannot be thinking of processing goods when we have no goods.  

An: So it’s the burning that is the problem? 

Ak: It is not only the burning, there are many other practices which are carried out that are not very advisable. They do carry out a lot of them. Like we see slope-wise contours cultivation, people will still cultivate on slopes and that encourages erosion. We 

see, it is also advised to plant trees in the farms. If you have a farm, you can plant some few trees there to stop erosion. Then what to we see outside, do we see a lot of trees being chopped down and stuff like that.   

C: Do you think access to electricity, will that in some way help the agriculture aspect? Can you see any connection between those two? 

Ak: There might be, but it is not very significant. But when it comes to energy we have fuel, we have other energy sources that we use to carry out agriculture without electricity.  

C: What kind of energy sources do you mean? 

Ak: If I move a little bit away from this, I will go to where they will use tractors. So you see a source of energy that is being used already. 

C: But if you stay in this area where it is just crops and where they do the hecking and they have animals, you don’t see a connection between electricity and agriculture? 

Ak: I don’t really see the connection. 

C: This is a rural area, and rural areas around here are quite poor. Can you see a connection between having no electricity and being poor? Is there a connection between that? In that case, in what way? 

Ak: Yes, there’s a relation. When you look at electricity you are looking at an enterprise too. We are looking at entrepreneurs who could go into business, yes, to be trading with like electrical appliances. We could also see people who like could open cyber 

cafés because of lack of electricity. They cannot do that. We see people who may have cold stock, selling fish, which need fridges and stuff like that. When you relate it to business, you see that it handicaps a whole section of business. You cannot thrive well 

because of absence of electricity. 

C: If you look at schools, health institutions and households. Where would you say that the need for electricity is the biggest? 

Ak: I would not really want to put them into steps. But if, I would take households first. In the household, electricity is needed for many basic things. We are looking at the basics. For example we need to charge phones, we need information from the media. 

Without electricity we cannot get it. Without electricity, maybe your son is sick, your phone is off, you cannot call somebody to bring a car you see. Like that. Actually households come first. Even during the evening, children need to read their books. And 

many other things, but for now that is what I can think of. Communication and education.  

C: If a general household get access to a small-scale PV system. They will have light bulbs and a TV, would they use that TV to watch the news or would they use it to just watch. Because we have sometimes a bit of a trouble with seeing the need for a TV. To 

put fundraised money from Sweden for people to watch TV. Do you understand what I mean? Is it that common that you use the TV for communication and understanding the society and watching news? Or is it more common you use it for entertainment? 

Ak: Actually, given the situation we have now16. I think everybody would like to watch news. Everybody would like to know what is happening around. So it depends on the situation. But I think people always like to watch news. They can do entertainment but 

news information is very good. Even those things (entertainment), they are informative and educative sometimes. 

C: How much do you know about solar energy? 

Ak: A bit.  

C: What would you say are the main challenges for the spread of solar energy in Cameroon. 

Ak: I think the first thing is that it is expensive. Very expensive for the average and low income to afford the equipment. That’s the first problem. Then the second issue should be at the level of the quality of the equipment. Because actually, personally, I have 

seen quite some installations which have been… So people have installed solar panels, but after 6 or 7 months the problem came up and that was all. So I think there is a problem of the level of maintenance too.  

An: So it is not just failing equipment, it is getting the failing equipment fixed? 

Ak: Yes, the quality of the equipment, I believe maybe that, when we have got Chinese products it should not last long. They are flooding the markets too. So when you don’t have enough information, you buys such products and they get bad. Then the third 

aspect should be technicians. Even though they are there, you cannot easily access them, although I am saying they are very few. So that’s the third aspect. 

C: When it comes to investments, and thinking long term. Would you say that Cameroonians are good or bad at taking long term decisions, and thinking in a long-term perspective? 

Ak: In that question I will have to tell you there are layers. The educated, they think long-term.  

An: So it’s more a question of education, rather than of Cameroonian people you would say? 

Ak: No, it’s a question of education. If you inform me on something, and I believe in what you said, and I think it’s true. I think yes. 

C: How much was your last electricity bill? 

Ak: 1500 CFA. 

C: For the whole family? 

Ak: Yes 

C: How big is the family? 

Ak: That should be 4 people. 

C: So the next part of the interview will be about the Renewable Energy Programme 

 

Anton and Catja introduce REP and show a simplified version of the business models 

Akem about the models and the REP: The model with the leasing deal to households will have a small problem there at that level. Because a household does not have the financial backing. Especially if we are working with a low-income household. Except 

maybe if you step through a Njangi house or something. Then the supplier can be convinced. But directly, I don’t think that will be possible. Equipment are very expensive and suppliers will not take that risk. Other than that, I don’t think the model will have 

any problem.  

About REP, I particularly like a few things about the project. At the level of the suppliers, they are encouraged. Buying from here, it means you are promoting whole industries. Then the other very important aspect is using technicians from here. When you 

train the technicians, you make sure they keep the standard. I think that is a good way to make sure that these people have what it takes to install the systems.  

  

                                                      

 
16 The ongoing strike in the Anglophone regions of Cameroon. Schools are off limit in the Anglophone regions of Cameroon since November 2016. Also currently no Internet access for the Anglophones, as 

decided by the government. 
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9.3 Appendix C – Interview with Christopher Olong  

Interview 
Name: Christopher Olong (Ch) 

Title: Entrepreneur, currently starting a school for entrepreneurship in Buea, Cameroon 

Age: - 

Highest level of education: Master in Economics from Jönköping University, studying towards a PhD in Economics at the University of Buea 

Interviewer: Catja Carlson (Ca) and Anton Agerberg (A) 

 

Ca: How much do you know of the Renewable Energy Programme? 

Ch: I’ve had meetings with Stefan. We’re working on the business plan. I was to have a meeting 2 weeks ago with Mathilda. To talk about, to agree, on the business by Skype meeting. But unfortunately, there was no internet. I had to go to Douala, but I was a 

bit busy so I could not go. But what I know about the whole idea, what Stefan had in mind, is they will get to communities. Households or businesses, people will come with their own businesses. Renewable energy businesses. Households would indicate their 

interest, then a representative of the household would assess if it is potentially ok for the installation to be done there. The business, the company, would get the system, then EWB in Cameroon will do the installation and management. That’s a summary. 

A: How much do you remember about the business model they have created; do you remember the local committee part? 

Ch: I can’t really, there was quite some time since I went through it, and I have not been working with it for some time. 

A: A key actor in this model is that there will be a local committee, that will handle the communication with Sweden and handle the communication locally as well. What do you think of this approach, who could be this actor in a small village? Who would 

want to have that responsibility? 

Ch: I think the, I would have preferred, in any community, we could look at it from, sharing the communities into subsets. And then getting, maybe one or two students from EWB, to be in charge of the technical aspects. Mostly I don’t think there’s too much 

administration in the whole renewable energy scope. It’s more about the technical aspects, like when there’s a breakdown, you need to maintain it. But if you get a local community, build their capacities, most challenge which we had in Cameroon, most 

young people in the local community, when you build their capacities, when they have other opportunities, they pull out. If you get someone in the community to do the management, and then if it gets another better thing job, and it does not build the capacity 

of another person, then that maybe end. But if you have a team, like what we had in mind, that does the management in all the communities, maybe you share them, then you reach sustainability. Must also involve the local stakeholders, like the chiefs, maybe 

the funds, definitely. But more of the administration should be done by some technical people. 

Ca: One thing we see as a problem is having someone sort of employed. Like where would the money come from? Because you need to find a way to fund that, and I don’t think that the funds coming from EWB SWE can actually pay for salaries. It has to go to 

projects. 

Ch: What I initially discussed with Stefan, was that, since the panels and everything will be supplied to the communities, it is not just a normal, have everything for free. They could pay for installation and maintenance. Instead of paying one time up front, he 

was of the idea that they pay up front. If the maintenance and that thing is a 100000 for example, you pay up front 100000. But I was proposing to him that, it will be a bit higher for an ordinary Cameroonian to raise that kind of money. If you do like that you 

will be limiting yourself to the rich people. And not touching the real people who needs this system, the poor. But if you have some sort of monthly payment scheme, as a culture that you pay energy consumption monthly, but not as much as they pay to the 

normal state company. Maybe something like 1000 CFA, which every family have and can afford. Then that money coming from that community will be able to pay the person who is doing the maintenance. Just like that, agreed more on the draft business 

idea, but I told him, if you have to do like that, you create a problem with sustainability. Where the person will not be able to pay. 

Ca: From the REP, the thought is actually not to pay for all of the components and the actual system to the households, because that will be too much. So the households need to pay for the actual system as well. And we have discussed to have just a payment 

plan, to pay every month for the system as well. But that would still be quite much, if they are to pay for the system as well as for maintenance. Because they’re paying off the system they’ve got. Because EWB SWE can’t go in and pay for the system for every 

new household… 

A: …their focus is rather institutions like schools and health centres. That kind of beneficiaries can actually receive funds. Households may receive a little, but it won’t be as much. So we’re looking at dimensioning of these systems, to make them affordable for 

households and can provide basic electricity needs, like lighting, radio and maybe a TV. 

Ch: The households can afford, I don’t think it will be a problem 

Ca: A 300 W system, with installation and with all components, it’s quite a big system. It’s like 12 LED light bulbs, a TV, radio and charging. According to the technicians we have talked to, that will be around 700000 CFA. And when you look at the income 

of the 70 households we have interviewed in Nkum, they don’t have that kind of money. 

Ch: if you spread the payments, the problem is, if we have an investor, who is ready to pump in the money, and getting it in bits. If you spread that 700000 CFA over the next 10 years, everybody will be able to afford it. That’s where we’ve got a disagreement 

in the business plan, with Stefan. I really emphasize that, if you want that up-front payment, 700000, you will definitely target only the rich, and not the poor people in the community.  And you will not be solving the fundamental problem. But if you spread it 

over a very long time, if you say ok, in 10 years, the person will be able to cover the cost, the next 15 years is about making some extra money for the business itself. Everybody will see it profitable, it will work out. 

A: One problem would be that the first battery change is needed after approximately 8 years, so if you have a payment plan of 10 years, you need to include the cost of that battery change as well I would say. Because otherwise it won’t be economically 

sustainable to payoff equipment in 10 years that will only last for 8 years. 

Ch: I was just giving that as an example, it could equally be for 8 years, depending on, if you spread the payments monthly, how much would it be. The advantage is that, if you don’t want it again, if he has paid for five years, and cannot continue, you can take 

it to another person who wants it. Because there are components you put together. If you breach the contract, you terminate it, take it off. That’s how I thought to look at it. 

Ca: Who will keep track of the payments? 

Ch: An employed person 

Ca: Employed by EWB? 

Ch: It’s something you need me to sit and reflect on how, the structure was, there was a representative of EWB, who the project manager in Cameroon. Definitely, if there is a project manager, there should be a project office. That should be able to keep some 

records, manage all of that, do whatever technical has to do with the funds. It’s possible, it could equally, there are microfinance institutions, there are electronic money payments now that in Cameroon with the phone, if they are reliable and sign an 

engagement, every month they could pay the money in their account. You just check, to see, this person has paid, this person has not paid, you handle that. If they have maintenance work, they don’t need to go to the field, to assist anything.  

Ca: If we look more at entrepreneurship, because you run an entrepreneurship school, how does it work?  

Ch: It has not really taken off, fully, because of this crisis . I had some friends from Sweden who had to come and, because of the crisis, I could not guarantee their stay here, for other reason could not really take off. But what we plan to do, in the 

entrepreneurship school is to get 10 people, to autostart their own businesses. And we have two options in a way, there are people who prefer to pay their fees, their tuition fee, and then begin the start of their business. There are people who not have the 

means to pay their tuition fee. But they could have good ideas, but do not have the start of capital. In that case, we will source for the start of capital for them, to manage their businesses. But we own a percentage of the company, a share of capital. That’s how 

we’re thinking. But if it comes, in thinking that renewable, who could integrate entrepreneurship, in the direction of managing renewable energy, and then these entrepreneurs now focus on the renewable energy. And in that context, it will have these people 

who are engineering students, who can just give their known knowledge on how to manage a business, what is required. Then they have the technical know-how.  So we now stick communities, this number of communities based on their interest. This is their 

own region where they will be functioning, and then just work it. It depends on how you look at it. 

Ca: How easy is it to start a business in Cameroon? 

Ch: It is very easy, it’s becoming very, very easy 

A: Official business? 

Ch: Yes, in 30 days 

Ca: Is it expensive? 

Ch: No, it’s really, I’ve been in Sweden for 3 years, but I know Sweden has more taxes than Cameroon. People complain because they have not compared the other system, then it is a problem when… You are running this business, producing this bottle , I’m 

doing it, I pay the full tax, you don’t pay the full tax. If I pay the full tax, my goods will be more expensive then you will not pay the full tax. That is problem in Cameroon. Paying tax, it is not really expensive, it’s value added tax, so it is actually percentage of, 

you generate that extra money so. 

A: Some technicians we have met have been sort of freelance, like not a registered company. 

Ch: Most of the businesses you find in Cameroon work like that. The informal sector is very, very big. The government is not doing anything about it. 

A: Do you think this is a problem? 

Ch: It’s a problem to the government, not really to individuals. The ordinary citizen, he know how to play over those things and successfully. But as a foreign company I will not encourage that we do that. Even though you are in Cameroon and are working 

there, you can have some sanctions and exclusions and other like. But, in the field of renewable energy, there’s not much competition there now, where paying tax can be a problem. 

Ca: Administration around starting a business. Is it a lot of bureaucracy around starting a business? I’ve been a part of starting a business in Tanzania, and there it was a lot of administrative steps and bureaucracy. Is it like that in Cameroon? 

Ch: Yes it is, there is a lot of bureaucracy about documentations 

Ca: Is that something that could scare someone off, to start a business? 

Ch: It may, but once again, that’s part of it, you just get used to it and it will not become a problem again, when you know how to do it 

A: If you look at the collaboration between REP and local technicians. Do you think that the technicians needs to have their companies registered, or could they be unregistered?  

Ch: I think it would be preferable if they were registered 

A: Do you think it has to be like that? 

Ch: It can still work without registration, but it is preferable that they are registered businesses. Also, it gives credibility to the business, they pay their taxes, and then in case of bankruptcy, you can go to the bank and take a loan. You have some advantages 

when you are registered. 

Ca: You talked about these students being engineering students, how do you think around who to target for the entrepreneurship school? Where do you find the people? 

Ch: Our target was, people who have gone to school at least a bachelor’s degree, and then we have also interest in people who have lived in a family that has a business. They have some knowledge and motivation behind them to be creative. And then we also 

target, people who have tried in business and have failed. Those are the three groups we want to work with. 

Ca: When it comes to installations of solar equipment, few engineers coming from school will be able to do such installation by themselves. There will have to be some additional training. Could that be a part of the entrepreneurship school? 

Ch: We have it in different phases. The first level was about coming out with a business idea. How do you know that it will work, how do you test it, before you can start it. That’s the first phase. The next phase we have was that you try it. And when you try it, 

you must have some limitations. When you have those limitations, now you bring them back to us. Now we sit and look at the limitations and get experts from other different directions. So if you are in for example renewable energy solar system installation. 

And that is the core business that you want to do, but you lack the background. What we have in mind is that we get someone who has the knowledge. You will pay definitely, or we pay the person to come and do the training in that direction. 

 

Anton and Catja introduces the idea of a trainee programme within the REP, to achieve practical knowledge transfer. We asked the group of 20 or so students that spectated our interview with Christopher what they thought of this idea. The response was 

unanimously positive!  

 

Anton and Catja introduce REP and show a simplified version of the business models  

Insert bilder på modeller 

Christopher thinks we should have three levels in the model. The funds, the local partner and the entrepreneur. The entrepreneur does the installation and collection of funds at that level. The entrepreneur will be in charge of collecting the money from the 

households. The supplier will supply the components to the local partner, the supplier will even be a component of the local partner. Njangis and credit unions have too high servicing fees for single households. If you get 100000 CFA, you will pay 2500 CFA 

per month only for servicing fee. It is cheaper to get a loan from a commercial bank, than from those groups, but it is easier to get a loan from those groups compared to a commercial bank. The cluster household model, with a bigger system powering many 

households, could work. 

 

Tanke: Smart att låta supplier vara en komponent av local partner. Kan få bra priser genom att köpa stora batcher direkt! Få ner priserna på det viset. 
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9.4 Appendix D – Interview with Mayor Suila Aruna   

Interview 
Interview object: Suila Aruna (S) 

Title: Mayor of the Nkum sub-division council, in Bui division, in North-west region 

Highest level of education: Bachelor degree in English, from the university of Yaoundé  

Interviewers: Anton Agerberg (A) and Catja Carlson (C) 

 
A: How was your day, yesterday?  

S: It was ok, we had a meeting in Kumbo. Went to Kumbo to have a meeting there? 

A: Where to you stay when you are in Kumbo, do you stay at a hotel? 

S: No, I went to my home village. At my house in the village.  

C: Ah, ok, but you have a house here in Tatum as well?  

S: No, I’m renting a house here.  

C: Ah, ok. 

S: It’s a rented premise.  

C: I see, that is nice.  

C: Are you originally from the Nkum sub-division?  

S: Normally I’m from this sub-division. You cannot be a councillor or major when you are not from the area.  

C: Oh, really, that is a rule?  

S: Yes, or you must stay in the area.  

A: You must know the area.  

S: Yes, you know the grass root.  

C: How long have you been working in the council?  

S: You know, I entered the council in 2002.  At that time, I was an assistant major. A councillor and an assistant major. It was in 2013 I was elected major.  

A: And the mandate is for five years?  

S: Yes, in Cameroon the mandate for majors, councillors and parliamentarians is for five years. 

C: So, what are your dreams and visions for this sub-division over the upcoming 10 years?  

S: Ok, you know the work of a major, you are supposed to have a good vision for the municipality.  Because one of the function for the council is just to take care of the socio economics aspects of the citizens. So now in 10 years’ time where thinking that by 

that time we must have good farm market rules, we must supply water to all our quarters in our municipalities we must also build schools, basic primary schools.  

C: How many schools to you have in the division?  

S: In the sub-division?  

C: Yeah?  

S: I can’t really say exactly but the primary, the governmental primary schools we have 37 government schools. Then we have an additional that I don’t have now on paper. Cause you have government schools, then you have catholic schools, then Islamic 

schools, then Baptiste schools. 

C: Ok, but 37 run by the government 

S: Yes, 37 primary schools.  

C: How many live in the sub-division?  

S: You mean the population?  

C: Yeah?  

S: We are projecting a population of 125 000 persons, that is the projection of the population of Nkum. It is a wass area that are grouped into 32 villages. 

C: 32? Wow.  

A: How many do you think live in Tatum area? 

S: Tatum, being the headquarters, we have projected the population of Tatum to be 15 000. Tatum and the area.  

C: I see, Tatum and it’s surroundings? 

S: Yes. So one information that I wanted to share with you is that in Nkum council we are 35 councillors. It’s important to indicate. The major is elected with four assistants; I think it’s good for you to know.  

C: Alright, so as you know we’re doing a project around energy and electricity. How would you like to describe the energy situation in the division today?  

S: Ok, in this municipality the energy supply is very low. Why? Only the villages along the main road are electrified. So the villages after the main road don’t have electricity. It’s very clear. Just along the main road we have electricity. So in other place we 

see darkness. And consequently they are not well informed, they don’t receive radio signals, they don’t even have a TV signal, so that is one major pre-occupation. And many of them are not used to this renewable energy, they don’t know or they don’t have 

the means.  

A: Would you say this sub-division is representative for the North-west region? Is the situation representative for the whole North-west region? 

S: Well, we may not say that. I will not talk for the whole north-west but the problem is this, for my own sub-division for which I am so aware, ¾ of the villages are not electrified, very simple. But then you go to Kumbo as a municipality – most of the villages 

are electrified. So there are differences. So we are talking specifications, from my own experience in the municipality. 

C: So, of course one of the big challenges is to spread the main grid out to the villages, is it something you work on or is it a general problem that the government of Cameroon is working on?  

S: So, when it comes to extension of electricity? No, the council is the arm of the government, is government at the local level, you understand?  

C: Mhm 

S: So, now, in the council you know we mount projects. When we mount these projects we forward them to the competent authorities, for funding. At times since electricity is somehow very costly the council can not handle the loan, so at time we forward to the 

competent authorities who we help only a few ways to work on what to do. You understand? But being on the side of the council we do not have enough funds to extent this electricity toward our villages, it is not easy. It’s very costly also. 

C: Ok, so how is situation around poverty, are the people in the villages without electricity very poor? Is there a connection between having no electricity and being poor?  

Normally, when electricity comes to an area, many activities come up. Many economic activities. They emerge. So when electricity is not there as such, the young guys, the young generation, like you, they prefer to go to town, the prefer to go to the urban area. 

Leaving the village to their old ones, to their old parents who are typically engaged in agriculture. And this agriculture is subsistent agriculture, mainly for the just “hand to mouth”, just to get a little to eat. So yeah, when to go out like that the villages remain 

poor, there is no development in the villages, there is no constructing houses, why? Because there is no electricity. But this electricity was really available in villages, I want to think that it will reduce the rural exiters. That is the movement from villages to 

towns, yeah to urban areas. It will also boost the economy of the area. Why? Because they will be engaging in farming, they will be doing carpentry, welding and others like it. Because you cannot do it without current. So now one thing that will help a great 

deal to revamp the economy of various villages. 

C: That is a very good point.  

C: So we looking into solar energy and installations of solar panels and an, installation on a house in a rural area would provide electricity for light bulbs and for a TV and maybe a radio and a phone charger. Do you think that would be enough to keep the 

young people, cause it won’t electrify the whole area in the same way the national grid would, but it would still give electricity to the homes.  

S: Yes, that will go a step ahead, to really change the situation. You know with renewable, solar energy, left to the villages - they do not have the means to install it, it will not be easy. Even to, it will not be easy). Even to install a good solar thing in a 

compound can not cost less than 1.5 mililon CFA, so for a common man to raise that amount, is not easy. So the financial aspect is a problem.  

A: So, do you think the government could subsidise? 

S: Well, maybe the government could subsidise but it depends on the how we present it, or how we present the project. Because the government is just putting more attention on the national and the grid supplied by XX (12.17) and you see that even here in 

Tatum we have two-three days without current. So even places when current is there supplied by the state you can just put renewable energy to reinforce when you have power cuts.  

C: So, is it something that the Cameroonian government recognizes as a potential energy source?  

S: Yes, they have been talking but that solar energy, they been talking about renewable energy, because when you go to some towns you see they have planted solar lamps. Even when there is electricity. So they mix solar lamps with electricity. You see now in 

the Tatum the council did some small thing around four solar lamps, have you been experiencing it?  

A: Yeah, we’ve seen one.  

S: Yeah, right down to the grindstone there. So that is how we are trying to manage is small towns. Even in big towns the current is very regular they use that for lightning of streets. You know, that is one thing that the government recognizes it. So the problem 

is that the cost of the installation is high. But when they install it now I think that the beneficiary they really enjoy it now because, you don’t pay bills, you only do maintenance or  

C: Yeah, maintenance and if you pay the loan for it. So the in project we are doing, we are looking at household energy and also energy or electricity for institutions, where would you say that the need for electricity is the biggest? In schools, at health 

institutions or in households? 

S: It is highly needed in schools; they are teaching children computerized and other lights. So we have to think of the common good before we go to individual homes. You understand? And also in the council, there place where we are meant to serve the 

population, so we should have regular current. So if you bring an item to be done here, we shall not have electricity, we shall not have current – then we have a problem. So that is one thing that is very good for the schools, you can do that renewable energy 

for the schools, it will be very important. So they have to go to a digital system over time, they move with the change of times. 

A: What do you think is most important, electric lightning or like electricity for agro-processing for instance? What do you think would drive the development of the area?  

S: Come again?  

A: You know agro processing, where you have like a mill or a grinding mill, so you can do better agro products. Is that more important than lighting for the area, is lighting the most important thing?  

S: Lighting is important, you are talking about grinding mills and the rest, with lighting you can use, you can buy machines that can use current and attach it to current so what we have to think is that one thing that current has conface, lighting has conface, 

minorities will follow. I think you understand, when there is lighting people will design better things which will use current.  

A: We usually talk about being electrified or not being electrified. Having a solar home system for instance, we don’t think that the household will be considered electrified, for the main grid. Do you think there is a risk for a solar trap, that the government will 

se the area as electrified and it will take even longer for the area to get connection to the main grid.  

S: Do you mean as far as solar is concerned?  

C: Yeah, say that you have a project where you install solar electricity in a village, will the government consider that village to be electrified, and because of that it will take even longer for them to extend the grid to that village?  

S: No, they know that solar is renewable energy, so one thing that they will do is that the government will be very pleased. But they will know that that one is meant as a back up. They will not relent to supply electricity. I see that in the rural area they supply 

one area, one village. They may link villages, two-three villages together. Because they know that even where there is current it is good to have that renewable energy, the solar system. To know that you can pick from there when there is no current.  

C: So like a general question about the Cameroonian people, are they good or bad at thinking in a long term perspective when they do investments and when they think about the future. Are they living for today and tomorrow or are they usually thinking long 

steps ahead?  

S: Are you talking about government or individuals?  

C: Both actually.  
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S: You see for the government I want to think that they have long term planning. The government are going to take care of the citizens. Think of five-year development plan, think of like the president have the Vision 2035, those are good ideas. Then like the 

councils, being the government at a grass root level we also have visions, we also think of long term planning, that is why in each council in Cameroon has come up with a council development plan. What is a council development plan? It is a diagnosis of all 

the problems of each village. Prioritized according to order of importance. So it means that they really prioritize, it means that they are planning for the future and after five years they need to review it, that’s to obligate it. So that they should see, what is the 

priority now? Maybe some things will not be a priority. You understand? What is a priority now may, after five years, they realise that they have achieved it? So they will need to have an other priority. So one thing at the level of institutions. I want to think 

that they are planning for the future. But at individual levels few people are, not many are planning. Why? Because one thing is that it is due to ignorance. And almost so that when institutions are planning they usually have XX with individuals. For example, I 

being a major here in Nkum council, see Nkum in ten years time. Trying to say I like the town but this park should be from here to here, the people will not like it. Why? They don’t like it because they are ignorant, I don’t know. But what we are telling them 

now, they will see in ten years time. Because they town holds to a span. So the main thing is that the government and other institutions and the council they have a focus for five, ten years. But they have a shortcoming and some challenges by the citizens that 

don’t understand. They only think of now. They only think of tomorrow. When you are consulting someone, the one that you should consult like this, you should consult here. They don’t want to see what the council or feel what the council is saying. So those 

are the challenges we have.  

So if everybody was having that mind-set, whereby you have to think that development should come, so should really be ready to take advice, to heap to the advice of the authorities. Because with authorities we have documents, we have all those documents 

but now we need a town to be well planned, we need roads are already light. So even when your home in Tatum you see that the roads are in this village. They population want things to happen promptly, immediately. That why there is need for planning, that 

is why the need to think five years ahead, think ten years ahead. How will this place be in five years time?  

So when you as a major are thinking of that, trying, everyone thinks that it should come now. Because even if you have in mind that you want everything to happen, what are the challenges, do you have the means? You cannot work with empty hands. You need 

the financial means; you need the personnel.  

C: Alright, thank you, so we are doing pre-research for a project that EWB Sweden has set a five-year plan for, and we’re just in the starting phase. So we’re doing sort of a pre-research on what the best way to implement this project is. And it’s called the REP 

and the thought is that part of the funds will come from Sweden, from crow funding or sponsorship from companies and here, say in Tatum, there will be a local committee. Institutions or households can apply to this local committee, saying they want 

renewable energy. We are doing the research mostly for solar energy and solar panels. So they can apply and if they are accepted of the committee, and the committee will make sure that they have a local entrepreneur who can do the installation and maybe a 

local supplier who will help and the REP fund will sponsor parts of it and maybe the institution will take a loan, or the household will take a loan or they will loan from their Njangi, to pay for the rest. So that is the concept, or the thought. That EWB want to 

promote local entrepreneurship and for the local circle to go around. But still help with some money because they know that it is expensive. So we would love to get any spontaneous thought that you may have about this? Do see any challenges, like 

immediately after me describing this?  

S: So you are talking about the idea of forming a committee in the locality? Who will be responsible for the committee? Who will form the committee?  

C: That is one of the problems, and one of the questions. 

A: We’re thinking maybe a NGO, like ACOHOF perhaps.  

S: Ok, yes, maybe. And also I’ve thinking that the council, or that you can even empover the council to do that. Because the council is closer to the people and the council is closer to everybody. You understand? When it’s an NGO like ACOHOF it will be 

limited in Tatum but the council involves everybody. Yeah, so the way we do in Cameroon if we have a situation like that we pass through the council liberation and it is voted like a law that this. Also what percentage do you think, let’s talk on percentages, if 

the EWB, if the project is like 10 million what would they require from the community, or from the committee?  

A: Our spontaneous thought is that it will be almost like 50-50 but we are researching how much… 

C: …different possibilities… 

A: Yeah, like how much the ratio should be. 

S: Ok, for now we can think of 50-50 

A: Yeah, it’s just from the top of my head.  

C: Yeah, so we want to research the possibilities for institutions, like can they get loans for this kinds of projects?  

S: Yeah, it may work for one thing like for institutions like councils, there would be some schools, like collages that are run, even some churches. But when it comes to individuals it will be a big problem. Because it will be difficult from them even to cough the 

50 percent. It is not easy.  

C: We’re thinking of having some sort of dealer credit, where you don’t pay for it immediately you pay like a fee every month.  

S: Yes, that would be good, or if someone is part of financial institutions like the credit union. Maybe they can borrow from there wisely, borrow the money and pay bit by bit.  

C: Do you think the concept of a financial house or Njangi could work to implement when it comes to househols? 

S: Yes, it would help, it will help provided members that belong to that institution. You understand? Because if they are not members of that or shareholder of that institution then it would be difficult.  

C: But do you think that the local committee could be formed within the council?  

S: Yes, that is my view. I feel that it should be formed within the council and it should be under the supervision of the council. Because the council is the government at the local level.  

C: And what do you think about the entrepreneurs, do you think that they should be limited or that they should have some sort of certificate that they are actually approved? 

S: You mean entrepreneurs like enterprises?  

C: I mean the technicians that do installations and the maintenance of the solar panel systems.  

S: They are very important, cause they are people who are provisioners that train in the field. Because lets say that in Cameroon you may have a contract to do something meanwhile his only rule is that he has the means the financial means but he has to 

engage the entrepreneur or the individuals who are technicians, as you are saying. He has the money; the people have the knowledge so they have to use them.  

C: So do you think that, since the money is coming from people in Sweden, EWB must be able to guarantee that this will be done in the correct way, so think that the local committee or the council could in some way give a certificate or approve the 

technicians before they hire them, so that we make sure that they really know what they are doing?  

S: Yeah, that is very correct. You know that in a council setup, in the council milieu. The council works with the centralised services, the concentrated services. When you talk about energy the council may not decide but they have to work with the technical 

services, water and energy. That delegation is in Kumbo. If they want to look at papers it will be their competence because the council at this level will not have the expertise. So we will use the technical services in Kumbo.  

C: So do you mean that I the council would be the local committee they would be limited in who they can hire? Or is the knowledge that is limited?  

S: No, I’m saying that they have to use the technical services of the delegation of water and energy to help them go to select those who are competent to do it.  

C: Alright, but that would be possible.  

C: Do you have any more questions that you can think of?  

A: No I don’t think so. 

C: I think we have gotten some very good answers on everything. We are very grateful that you took you time.  

S: The pleasure is mine. So that is the project they have at hand, is this a project that you will go and present in Sweden?  

C: Yeah, that is our plan.  
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9.5 Appendix E – Interview with Charles Chi    

Interview 
Name: Charles Chi (Ch)  

Title: Head of Top Energy Solutions Enterprise and Rural Ward Resources 

Interviewers: Catja Carlson (C) and Anton Agerberg (A) 

 
C: *Present the idea with REP  

C: What is your thoughts on this and on the situation in Cameroon today?  

Ch: First of all, I will say that the field of renewable energy in Cameroon is a very challenging one. In the sense that it’s a new technology and it’s mostly needed in the communities that are off grid and have no electricity. Because of the cost the poor 

communities cannot afford installations. The primary challenge although is the technicians that are actually carrying out installations. There are so many broken installations existing and they are actually discouraging many people in the communities to 

embrace renewable energy. We also have the challenge of people wanting to try the system before they pay you, in order to see if you have actually one a sound installation. Because at times they pay and within one or two months the system goes down 

because of bad installation and bad system size. That is why I came up with the idea of a training program. Where I can have a team of technicians that are qualified and credible to carry out installations. We have actually done a lot of sensitization within 

communities. After Tatum there is a village where we worked in 2014. We went there and created local communities within the community and we selected an executive within the communities that manage the energy and the finances. And we sized them small 

system that only could manage their lights and charge their phones and the executive managed them. It means that we had a program were we let them participate in the installation in order to bring forward their interest. And we train them to do primary 

maintenance, like we tell them “when the system functions like this, this is what you have to do” etc. and “If it goes beyond this, you have to call because then you wont be able to handle it yourself”.  

With your program – your idea is a very big initiative. Because what we need here now first is the training, it’s the primary. If we have the training I think it will go smoothly. Because without the training even if we invest it will not be sustainable. That is 

something I’ve started and I’m glad to say that I already have a good team that are working together with the training. Even though we have challenges with financial assistance and with practical materials to actually preform the training. There will always 

be the challenge of having the training on site Because it’s only when we have a project they can do their practice – the onsite training. So actually to buy materials and to evaluate is very difficult because of the cost. So I think it’s very important and I’m very 

glad to hear about your program and I think with the strategy you have put in place is a strategy that will have a positive outcome. I want to say that we will be willing to give our support because we want to find a solution where every community off grid 

finds interest in renewable energy. Because of the amount of kerosene and wood they burn is more expensive than even the means of renewable energy. We evaluated or we carried out a research in 2012 and we noticed in the Ngi sub-division the community 

was using kerosene lamps and they could use up to half a litre of kerosene in one night which is around 175 francs every evening. And by multiplying we saw that in a month they were approximately using 12-15 000 francs just for kerosene. And when we took 

wood again for lighting we also talk about the geographical impact. So I think it’s a very good initiative.  

A: You mentioned that failing installations where kind of giving solar panels bad reputation, what would you say is the biggest problem with failing installations? Is it failing equipment or is it the actual installation that is bad?  

Ch: The first thing is that since it is a new technology and it is financially attractive there are people in the society that might be like technicians that have found themselves doing installations and when they meet customers that say “Oh I want solar to power 

my TV, to power my lamps” and they say “I can do it!” but they have no knowledge on how to size the system adequately. They just go into the market and buy whatever and the system, because it’s new and there might be power in the batteries it works for the 

first weeks and the technicians gets his money etc. Then the system shuts down and the after-sales service is not there because when the customer calls the technician cannot help because he doesn’t know what he actually did. Which means that the system just 

remains like that and when you see that in the community a neighbour or a friend will not copy. Because that is how it’s spread. Like all the projects we have done, we have done big projects with solar water pumping, we get them trough existing projects. 

After doing one another community sees it and want one. That’s is how we do it and that is why it’s challenging to have societies with broken installations.  

C: So we have an idea of the REP having a cooperation with a school like yours where students could get certified within the program trough a training or something. How do you feel about that?  

Ch: We’ve had such engagements with barefoot power 2012 but the problem was that they actually wanted us to deposit an amount because they were dealing with products that they would send to train technicians and do local installations. But we never 

really had the fund capital to engage. But we had that idea of training and it’s ok. We could be some sort of partner and we are very open to that idea.  

A: Are there more schools like yours, with more practical training in solar power? Because the students coming from your school are ready to installations right? They have the competence?  

Ch: Yeah. But the problem is that the universities are actually trying to do something like that but we have a general problem in Cameroon. Because when we evaluate some of the university students that come to us and we evaluate their outputs and there not 

always the best due to their practical levels. We have noticed that. That is why we took this initiative because we make sure that the students partake in every installation we are doing. So if you have a training period of like one year and in that year you have 

done at least 10-15 installations then you have adequate knowledge in the practical field. Like he (Sylverius) does his own installations now without calling me. He only calls me when he has a challenge and need help. Because he has been participating in our 

installations and know I can just call and give him jobs, I don’t have to be there. I think that the universities now are trying to come up with something like a training program.  

A: How big is the step for a regular electrician or an electric technician to become a solar technician? Is it far?  

Ch: No, it’s not far. I would like to think that as long as you have some sort of education and you have the love and the passion to work with renewable energy it’s ok. Like the first student I had is now working with Torchbearer foundation. He came from 

advanced level and had no knowledge within renewable energy. He was with me for two years and now he masters the program even more than those who are coming from technical educations. So I noticed that when you have love and passion towards it and 

you have a good trainer it is good.  

C: Where did you learn to do installations?  

Ch: Actually I did technical education from secondary school through high school. Then I worked with Solar Hydrotech, a company that came from America and started in Cameroon, for about one year. Then I left to work with Rural Ward Resources which is 

my organisation and I’ve worked with a company in China which have taught me how to do installations.  

C: So how does the school and the business work?  

Ch: The school is actually not yet official. We have done all the applications but it has not yet been approved, and because of the crisis it is taking even longer. But we have a registered enterprise that does top energy solutions and we have the training 

program under that organisation until we have the papers for the school approved.  

C: And sorry, what was the name of the organisation?  

Ch: Rural Ward Resources International. 

A: What do you think about the maintenance aspect of the solar installations? Because it is obviously very important in order to restore the good reputation about solar.  

Ch: The first thing we always try from our side is the choice of material. When we do a new installation we make sure we’re getting material with very, very good guaranty and life span. Then the second thing is that we try to evaluate the needs of the customer 

to make sure that we respect the use of all the materials. Thirdly we have the training of the operator which is very important, we make sure that we actually train somebody on how to operate the system. When this happens you do this etc. Tell them that they 

have to monitor their battery, the current in the lines, which percentage in the batteries, the load of the batteries etc.  

The main component giving us trouble is the batteries. Most of the batteries that we have on the market here is from China and a battery that is rated like 100W is actually like around 75W. If you calculate the system for a specific tolerance and the battery 

does not give that tolerance it becomes a problem. And they also get worn down quickly. Like the inverters we have can last for five years but after two years the battery is worn down.  

A: A problem is also that people do not count with the fact that even if you have good batteries eventually they will be worn down and then they wont have money for the change so the just keep it without the battery. How do you get them to understand that 

they need to save up for the change?  

Ch: When we install we always tell them that. And also say that to extend the life of your battery you don’t allow it to drain out completely. When you have like 20-30% you should shut of the system and allow the battery to recharge. The problem is that once 

they have the system they don’t always respect the instructions. They will always want light and they are not conscious. At times you visit them and they batteries that should not be less than 30% are on 25% and you ask “What happened?” and they say that 

they needed light. So that is one problem.  

As it is now, the solar systems being installed are by the rich. Unless they are sponsored the poor people cannot afford it. Which means that the rich can just replace their batteries easily, one after one.  

A: Another problem is to get the right dimensioning of the system, like in the rural areas. It can’t be to big because it becomes to expensive but we still want it to provide the households with light and TV and radio. How many watts would a system like that 

be?  

Ch: Mostly in the rural areas we have found out that they need like 3-5 points of light, phone charging and maybe radio and a TV. A system with like 5 lights could be 50-100W for light and radio. And if you want TV as well it goes up to 150-200W.  

A: And they will be happy with that and not disappointed that they can’t watch TV all the time?  

Ch: Yeah!  

A: Would you say that light is the most important thing?  

Ch: Yes, it’s the most important thing and charging the phone.  

C: One other aspect we have thought about is the interest of electricity in the really, really rural areas. Like where the kids don’t even go to school  and the are just to inherit the farms and the cattle’s etc. Their way of living is very far from like the city life and 

even the semi rural areas and we thought “Is there even an idea of targeting these areas or should we focus on the semi-rural where there is some sort of grid connection but it’s really bad?”  

Ch: Yes, it’s true. But actually in the North-west where we have gone around we hardly find a community without a generator. Last time we went to Ashong we saw a generator in the square with more than 100 cell phones on charge and there was a TV so the 

whole population was there. And the first thing we do in a community is that we carry out a sensitization and find out how interested they are. We found out that these communities can actually fund or buy the systems themselves. But it will not be in block. We 

found that we can target a community of like 500 households and we will take all those households in a period of one year, divided into quarters. The first quarter we take 100 households. Those 100 households, they will pay like 25% of the cost for the system 

and we will do the installation. And they then pay the rest of the system gradually. Their biggest problem is the up front payment.  

C: Ok, so when you did this in the village, who handled the remaining payments? Who was the administrator? 

Ch: We signed contracts with everyone, saying that will get the system with pay off. And around the palace we had a central administration where all the funds where managed.  

C: So you had someone in the community that was hired to keep track?  

Ch: Yes. And also some villages that have micro finance like Njangis and small credit unions that can be used to implement the project, because if all of them has renewable energy accounts there they can do it like savings. And the credit union or the head of 

the Njangi can help manage the system for you etc. It’s always important to collect the money within the community. There is a problem with organisations coming from the city, charging the villagers for feasibility studies and then nothing happens. So there is 

no trust in the communities and therefore you need credible local people taking the money. Like the village pastor or the chief or the priest. Because they wont trust you if you are unknown to them.  

 

ADDITION: 

Ch: Another problem is that the retailers don’t have knowledge in the field. So they wont be able to give you the right material if you don’t know exactly what you want. Many of them are just business men out to make money. So you need to go there with a 

technician.  
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9.6 Appendix F – Interview with Sylverius Bonjhajum  

Interview 
Name: Sylverius Bonjhajum (S) 

Title: Solar energy technician 

Age: 26 

Highest level of education: Diploma in Renewable Energy, institute in Bamenda 

Interviewer: Catja Carlson (C) and Anton Agerberg (A) 

 

C: How long have you been working with PV-installations?  

S: Hmm, that is three years now.  

C: Three years?  

S: Yeah, three years now working with PV-installation.  

C: So did you star with it immediately after university, or after your training?  

S: Yeah, where I graduated we have this program, is like “how to work”-experience. You do the theoretical work in class and the director he looks for projects. So now we go on and execute a project, on the field we learn the practical work. So we do the 

theory in class and find the practical work outside. 

C: Ah, ok, but it’s three years since you graduated?  

S: Yeah. 

C: So, do you have your own business?  

S: No, I don’t have my own business, so at times I usually go out and find for installation work. If I’m lucky I find one.  

A: But you’re a freelance? You are working by yourself?  

S: Yeah. 

A: You are not a part of a company?  

S: No.  

A: Have you thought of creating sort of a business? 

S: Yeah, I have thought of that, but you know creating a business in Cameroon now is difficult. You need to have the finances and there is a lot of procedure you need to go through. Tax, all those stuff. So you need to have the money before you start something.  

C: Ok, so why have did you choose to work with renewable energy and solar power? Or why did you choose to study it?  

S: Hmm, you know, initially I just developed this interest for it. Looking at the situation in Cameroon we have these frequent power outages. At times you go for weeks without electricity. And also looking at climate change, the impact it has now in our society 

due to the fuel we use to run our generator and all that stuff. And I thought of going into something that is environmentally friendly, like solar PV-installation and others. So I just like something that will protect the environment.  

C: Ok, nice! So, where did you first hear about renewable energy and solar power? Did you look it up yourself or did you hear it from school or where did you learn that it existed?  

S: Ok, I watched it on TV and from there I got the base about the renewable energy. And also there are some radio programs which are usually run in Bamenda so they usually talk about renewable energy and stuff like that.  

C: Ok, and you learned all about doing installations and stuff in school? At the college?  

S: Yes. 

C: So, what kind of installations do you usually do? Do you usually do big installations like this one (Hilltop) or is it smaller ones?  

S:  After graduation this is the biggest installation I’ve done on my own. Yeah, but there are some we did in a group, it was a solar water pumping system actually so it was also a big system which we did in a group. But this is the biggest installation I’ve done 

on my own, with a capacity of 2250 W. 

C: Wow! And the other installations are usually smaller ones?  

S: Yeah, usually smaller ones. 

C: On houses or for household? Like for private use?  

S: Yeah, it’s for households, usually smaller ones. 

A: How many watts are a smaller installation on a household? 

S: Ok, at times it’s usually 300 W.  

C: 300?  

S: Yeah, 300. 

C: How many light bulbs does a system like that cover? 

S: A system like that will take like 12 light bulbs and it will also run a TV in the house. Excluding ironing and refrigerator and that high consumption equipment. We try not to use it one the system because it will drain out the battery.  

C: Ok, so 300 W is enough for 12 light bulbs and a TV? 

S: Yeah, if it’s LED-light bulbs, those energy efficient ones.  

C: So, if you look at Cameroon today, where do you think there is the biggest need for electricity? Is it in schools, health institutions or households? 

S: Ehm, I say it affects almost every sector in Cameroon but I would say the majority is in the rural areas where there are some villages in which have never had the grid extension and they don’t even think of having it in the future so those are the rural areas 

which really face the impact of no electricity.  

C: So, from your experience, do people usually know what solar power is in Cameroon? Is there like a general common knowledge about it? 

S: No, very few, very, very few know.  

C: Do you think solar power can solve the problem with electricity in Cameroon? 

S: Yeah, I think it can solve the problem.  

C: So why do you think that?  

S: I think so because, if we could have like a, how should I put it, like an independent system in strategic locations in villages, that could supply their basic need, it would be fine. Because you know, if you go to some villages the still run like grinding of the 

mills, they still run on diesel-generators and that is expensive. But if we have some sub-system that could run some basic equipment in the village, it would really cut the cost of running on diesel-generator.  

A: But could a typical household system, on 300 W, would that be enough to power the grinding in the mill? 

S: No 

A: You need more?  

S: Yeah  

A: Quite a lot more?  

S: Yes.  

C: But, do you think that if you install a free standing system in a rural village will they be non-prioritized from the government when it comes to extending the grid? Or is it already a situation where the government isn’t even planning on extending the grid?  

S: Yeah, I think it could be non-prioritized. Because really there are some villages that are not even hoping of ever having a grid-extension in their locality.  

C: So they’re almost non-prioritized already?  

S: Yes, somehow. In a situation like that we can come in with a good PV-system that could supply the village.  

C: Like for the whole village?  

S: Yeah, the whole village.  

C: So, if you look at the challenges for the spread of solar power, which would you say are the main ones when it comes to the technical part?  

S: Professional technicians – we really need them. Also having access to material. It’s also a problem because at times it is expensive, having material at a certain locality due to transportation. It becomes a problem.  

C: Yeah, so where do you usually buy the material? Do you buy it here in Cameroon or do you order it? Or where do the components come from? 

S: Yeah, I buy in Cameroon, mostly in Bamenda and there are some that are bought in Bafoussam.  

C: So, is it possible for you to estimate the cost of an installation that is this big like the you have done here at Hilltop?  

S: I can’t really give the correct numbers because I don’t have the list of material of the things that Justin bought. So I don’t now how much it was.  

C: Ok, but if you do an installation of 300 W, do you know approximately how much and installation like that would cost?  

S: Yeah, for 300 W with let’s say two batteries of 150 A each, it can approximately cost 700 000 CFA, if you want to go for the good material. Because when we go to upgrade to a solar system what we do is that we do another separate wiring for solar. If 

there is one for the grid we do a different one for solar. But if there is no wiring done in the house we do something for solar.  

C: Yeah, ok, so 700 000 is that just for material or is it for working cost as well?  

S: It’s including working cost.  

C: Perfect, thank you! So is there anywhere in the supply chain for the parts that it could become cheaper? Because it’s the parts that are really expensive at the moment. Would it be like possible to have some production here in Cameroon or order the parts 

from somewhere else? 

S: If it was possible we could have an assembly company where we could assembly the PV-model, it would be nice. That would reduce the cost of buying imported ones that are already assembled. If we could have something like that it would be nice.  

A: There are really high import taxes right?  

S: Yeah, that is one thing that scales the prize up. When the taxes are high, people tend to sell the products to high prizes to.  

A: Could you assemble yourself?  

S: Yeah, I have a basic idea of it, but I need to work on it more.  

A: But basically you’re saying that the knowledge for assembly is here, you could do it and it would lower the prizes on the modules?  

S: Yeah 

A: That is really interesting!  

C: Yeah, that is very good to know!  

C: *Presenting the idea with REP 

A: So the customer will go to the local committee, in Tatum it maybe could be like ACOHOF or an NGO, and they will tell you about this project and it will be partially financed by Swedish funds, and partially financed by the customer. So maybe they will 

get a loan, or they pay it part by part to the supplier or to you. So that is the idea. What do you think of this? 

S: I think it’s a really good idea because there are times you have a project which you want to realize but you are limited financially to execute it but now with an organisation like this one we should try to bring it forward and it would be possible to solve 

some of the financial problems. Because there was a village at Biami, one guy from there came up to me and wanted me to put up a system there because it was an area in big need of electricity. I really wanted to help but I didn’t have the means you know. 

Buying materials and other stuff, I didn’t have the finance so I had to say no.  

C: So, is it common that people come to you and ask for installations and ask for help?  

S: it’s not that common most of the time.  

C: So, what do you think will be the major challenges in implementing this sort of system?  
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S: Payback, say we put your system for you to pay back later, it may be challenging for some people to pay the services you have given them. Financially it will limit some people. Also finding like, at times finding the market is always a problem you know. To 

go to somebody and convince him that it is a good system and he can go for it. And I tell you also, to have a good technician also, because know in most of our schools now in Cameroon they do a lot of theory rather than practical. So there are some 

technicians that can talk a lot but they can do little. Because they don’t have this particular experience.  

C: We’ve also thought a bit about like the maintenance part. Because there is the simple maintenance with just wiping off dust from the solar panels and maybe keeping track of the battery so it doesn’t get too exhausted. But there is also the actual technical 

maintenance. Would you say it’s a lot of technical maintenance on like a household system of 300 W, or is it easy to take care of? What is the life expectancy?  

S: Yeah, the technical maintenance…we try, when we are installing a system, we try to make it easy for the user to do maintenance of anything comes up that needs maintenance. So we just give him some basic instructions, like how you should use your battery 

or… just giving some basic on how to keep a system functional for a long time. I would just talk with him.  

C: Do you have any experience of when the maintenance has or haven’t worked? Are there any times where you have come back to an installation and found out that they haven’t taken care of the system?  

S: I haven’t experienced any of that yet.  

C: Ok, but do you think people in general are good at taking care of their stuff? Like if they would lease a solar system, do you think they would take care of it?  

S: Yeah, you know, if you spend like 1 million to install a system, then you know inside of you that you must take care of it because that is money you have put on something, if you don’t take care of it, it will brake down so people are conscious of their system.  

C: Ok, if they spend money on it, they will take care of it?  

S: Yeah 

C: So, say that they are given a system, do you mean that they are less prone to take care of it?  

S: No, not like that.  

C: They will take care of it anyways? If they know the value of it..? 

S: Yeah, really.  

C: Do you have any idea how big the installation at AFFS is? How many W? 

S: At the family farms school? Ok, so that is 1kW from the PV-model, the battery has a capacity of 400 A, and the inverter is a 5 kW. Actually it is a PCU, the inverter, a power connection unit, it nice one.  

A: Yeah, we saw it, it looked good.  

C: Sure did! So, is there anything else?  

A: Yeah, about financing, if an installation receives funds from REP or the EWB Sweden, do you think a local bank can help with the rest of the financing, like a loan? Do you have that sort of infrastructure that they will accept this kind of loan? Or do you 

think they might not be interested in that?  

S: Yeah, there are some banks that can give you loan for a project like that. Yeah, you are supposed to have banks that can loan you money to go in for a system that you can pay back later.  

C: We’ve also talked about “Njangis”, is it common that people are connected to Njangis?  

S: Yeah, most people really are a part of one or two Njangis, so you can also take some money from your Njangis group and do something for yourself, it’s possible. Yeah like to pay back later.  

C: So would it be possible to use Njangis as a financial solution for solar installations? Do you think that a Njangi as a community could be interested in installations?  

A: Like a bigger system maybe?  

S: If it’s a bigger system there will be trouble for the Njangi to sponsor it, they would have to look like for a bank that can give you a loan, if the system is big it will be hard for the Njangi to sponsor.  

A: But if a Njangi will sponsor, sort of the households within the Njangi, maybe they could help one household at the time, and then you install this solar home system, or a pico home system, a smaller one for everyone to see and then you move on to the next 

one, and the next one… do you people would be interested in that? 

S: Yeah, it’s a good strategy. If you can get them to like the idea, it’s all about convincing the people that you can do this way and it will work.  

C: So is that the hardest part about spreading solar power in Cameroon, to convince the people that it’s a good solution?  

S: Yeah, convincing the people at times. Because what limit most people from going to solar is the cost, because it’s expensive so now for you to tell a person, someone who is trying to make a living, for you to convince him that if you put money in this you 

have a system of your own, so it’s a problem because looking at his financial situation and telling him to put money in the system is really hard. It’s the cost of installation that is the thing that scares most people away from it.  

C: Do you think it would be possible to charge people for how much they use the system? Like to keep track of it?  

A: Like charge them per kWh or something like that? 

S: Yeah it’s possible. Because there is this village where there is a group called Torchbearer, it’s an organisation. They do a lot of installations in rural areas. They have a branch in Bamenda. They have a system like that, they charge you of what you 

consume per month. In their system each household has an energy meter.  

C: So it’s a big installation?  

S: Yeah it’s a bog installation, they supply a whole area.  

C: So is it like a volunteer thing they do for free?  

S: They do it as volunteer.  

C: Do they have their own technicians doing maintenance?  

S: Yeah, exactly, they have technicians. I might have some information on them in my computer if you want?  

C: Yeah, that would be great. Do you have some names of suppliers, like the ones in Bamenda also?  

S: Yeah, I think I have some business cards here. Do you plan on going to Bamenda, because then let me know and I can go with you to the shops?  

C: That would be great!! Thank you!  

A: Yeah, really.  

C: Do you have any other contacts in Bamenda that we could meet?  

S: Yeah, I have my classmates and also the director of the college. He usually finds projects and we do the installations together.  
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9.7 Appendix G – Questionnaire Households  
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9.8 Appendix H – Questionnaires Institutions 
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9.9 Appendix I – Result Questionnaires Households 
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